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PREFACE 

From October 2000 until November 2002, I lived in Onipanu, Lagos, 
Nigeria and worked as a prisoners' rights activist.! Leaving Nigeria was 

one of the most difficult things I have had to do. For two years I lived and 
worked in a country that was extreme at all levels; it was an incredible 

learning experience, a discovery mission that has changed my life. I 

discovered more about my own and other people's boundaries than anything 

else. In my opinion, when a person who has grown up in the "privileged" 
world of the West lives in a place like Nigeria where people are suffering 

and struggling to get the simplest, most basic things in life, one cannot help 

but learn from that struggle. 

I saw people struggle to get food and clean drinking water. I saw people 
go to work everyday on roads full of potholes and on buses packed full 

of people. I saw people work in offices and banks without access to basic 
telephone and communication equipment or constant electricity. I saw 

people struggle all day in the scorching sun to sell what they can so they 

can bring food home to their children and family members. I saw elderly 

people get killed crossing the expressway because there are no crosswalks 
to use to get to the other side of the road. I saw children gathered around a 
single kerosene lantern at night because there was no other light to use to do 
homework, and I saw too many children who did not have the "privilege" 
of doing homework because their parents could not afford to send them to 

school. I saw those same children on the streets working day and night to 
sell what they can so their families can survive. I saw babies die of malaria 
because their parents could not afford the medication. I saw young people 
who are physically disabled, due to the lack of polio vaccinations, living on 

I worked for Prisoners Rehabilitation and Welfare Action (PRA WA), a Nigerian non
governmental organization with headquarters in Lagos, Nigeria and branch offices 
in Enugu, Nigeria and Accra, Ghana. I was placed to work with PRAWA through 
the Canadian Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) office. VSO is a non-governmental 
organization that places individuals from Canada, England, Uganda, France, the 
Philippines, the Netherlands, and the United States in non-Western nations to 
promote "development" while strengthening cross-national global experiences 
and connectivity. VSO volunteers are paid salaries in currencies and sums that are 
average to the general public residing in the host nation. As a VSO, I was encouraged 
to affiliate with the Lagosian, Nigerian community as my primary source of support, 
understanding, and security. 
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the streets and using handmade skateboards to mobilize themselves enough 
to beg for money. I saw people persevere and struggle just to get by. And I 
saw a lot of smiles and joy throughout that process of survival, along with 
the frustrations and the despair. I saw the basic human soul persevere and 
make the best of unnecessarily harsh living conditions in one of the most 
fertile, oil-producing nations on the African continent. In Lagos, my home 
for two years, the basic infrastructure is simply not functioning, and it is 
home to more than 15 million people. 

The little things that I saw changing in my thought patterns grew beyond 
everyday life and brought me into a whole new mindset that looked at the 
larger political scheme and opened my eyes to the self-interests and self
promotions of the West in its relations with Africa. It got to a point where I 
was dreading a return to a world that is so sufficient and so convenient that 
on the surface it was able to orderly revolve around a self-centred almost 
delusional mentality. And I also got to a point where I came to appreciate 
the comforts of the Western world but was very aware of the fact that 
those comforts for the minority in the world are built on the backs and the 
discomforts of millions. I came to realize and experience the fact that the 
majority of the people on this planet live in discomfort so that the minority 
can live in comfort. 

My work inside the prisons enabled me to meet people who have been 
"rejected and neglected," as the prisoners used to say, and I came to see on 
a new level that the ideals and ways of the West are now ingrained in the 
social institutions of Africa. The criminal (in)justice system that functions 
in the self-promoting West is the same criminal (in)justice system that is 
being forced upon the African people. It is foreign and it is dehumanizing 
and it is malfunctioning: people wait in prison for years before they are 
given the "opportunity" to go to court, medical care is almost non-existent, 
and malnutrition and disease are killing people every day. 

While the West continues to flourish and grow, Africa continues to 
struggle, and leaving Nigeria knowing that was difficult. I felt torn between 
worlds. I knew I was coming back to a capitalist, corporate, imperialist North 
American reality, and I knew that that reality is built on the backs of other 
nations. In this publication, I present my experiences and my interpretations. 
I am not presenting a mainstream reality, only my version of what I saw. 
Nigeria is an incredibly complex place, and Africa is an incredibly diverse 
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continent. I still have so much to learn, to see, to experience and to struggle 
against, and life in Nigeria has taught me that the journey is more important 
than the destination. I can delude myself with notions of human rights work 
and ideas of accomplishments in life, but I can not delude myself for long. 
Nigeria has shown me that life is about survival. For some it is physical 
survival, for others it is emotional, cultural, and spiritual survival. For me it 
became a combination of all those things. There were times when I feared 
for my physical safety, but those times were few and insignificant. The most 
significant experiences for me were the times that all my belief systems and 
perceptions of life were being put into question. Where my thoughts were 
no longer making sense and where my priorities were being re-numbered. 

Nigeria was a place of growth and truth for me, and that has been survival. 
In a place where the leaders are lying and the average person is dying, I had 
to search for truth and how to keep growing and I learned that even in the 
midst of upheaval and struggle, the human spirit prevails. I think I have 
left Nigeria with a sense of hopelessness for the world but with a sense of 
renewed hope in the individual. I have left Nigeria, and two years later, I am 
still adjusting. I know that Nigeria will always be with me in my thoughts, 
my actions, and my words: I have learned that silence is dangerous when 
oppression is present, so I continue to speak out knowing that my words are 
shaped by my journey, and that each story I tell or each experience I reflect 
on has many sides and several dimensions. Here, I present you with my 
side, and the dimensions that I encountered. 

Thank you to all the people I met in Nigeria. You have all been a part of 
my incredible experience. I will never forget the emotions and the thoughts 
and I will forever cherish the strength and perseverance you showed in the 
face of adversity and struggle. To my family and friends who were not with 
me during my Nigerian journey, please bear with me as I try to integrate 
my life and experiences there into a meaningful life here. It will not be 
easy - I know I have changed - but I also know that these changes were 
necessary. 

Viviane Saleh-Hanna 



I: CONTEMPORARY COLONIALISM 

AND THE NIGERIAN CONTEXT 
Viviane Saleh-Hanna 

I n order to present information about the Nigerian penal system, it is first 
necessary to present the context in which Nigeria exists. A long history of 

colonialism and the slave trade are major tenets in the recent history of the 
country. In terms of contemporary demographics, the picture is complex. 

NIGERIAN DEMOGRAPHICS: OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL "FACTS" 

Nigerian demographics are generally presented in a highly political and 
complex manner. Depending on the source, numbers change. The nation's 
population is officially reported at 133,881,703 (http://www.cia.gov/ciai 
publications/factbook/) but while living in Nigeria, I heard unanimous 
unofficial reports estimating the population to be closer to and most likely 
exceeding 200 million. CIA documents do accurately report that Nigeria is 
"Africa's most populous country" and stated that it is composed of more 
than 250 ethnic groups. Unofficial records suggest that more than 515 
African ethnic groups are currently living in Nigeria, "but the Rausa, Yoruba 
and Fulani make up the majority" (http://www.startagain.org/Nigeria.htm). 
According to official records, international politics, and CIA statistics, "the 
following are the most populous and politically influential [Nigerian tribes]: 
Rausa and Fulani (29%), Yoruba (21%), Igbo (18%), Ijaw (10%) Kanuri 
(4%), Ibibio (3.5%), Tiv (2.5%)" (http://www.cia.gov/ciaipublications/ 
factbook/). 

According to mainstream politics in Nigeria, and according to numerous 
discussions I had with Nigerians (from various segments of the governmental 
and non-governmental sectors), the three most influential and recognized 
tribes are the Yoruba, the Igbo, and the Rausa. This is best represented in the 
geographical divisions in the country, with the vast majority of Nigerians 
(including those with whom I came in contact during my two years in the 
country) recognizing that the North is Rausa land, that the West is Yoruba 
land, and that the East is Igbo land. The oil region, referred to as "south
south" unofficially and officially referred to as the Niger Delta region, is 
known to belong to several influential tribes, the most influential, according 
to the people I spoke to, being the Ijaw and Ogoni tribes. Also worth noting is 
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what was unofficially referred to as the "middle-belt," an area between Igbo 
land and Hausa land that was recognized as home to many of the minority 
tribes, the Tiv being the majority of that minority. It becomes clear, as I 
attempt to present the basic demographics of this nation, that it is a complex 
region with many official uncertainties and unofficial rich traditions. There 
is unanimous agreement and recognition of the fact that Nigeria is one of 
the continent's most prosperous nations "due in large part to its rich oil and 
gas deposits" and due to its size and population, dwarfing all other West 
African Nations (http://www.startagain.orgiNigeria.htm). 

When presenting the religious demographics of the Nigerian population, 
CIA statistics state that Muslims make up 50% of the population, Christians 
40%, and that 10% of the population officially practise Indigenous beliefs. 
Many Christians in the country would dispute these numbers, claiming 
that it is a fifty-fifty split. Many Muslims have told me that they comprise 
more than 50% of the population; and in reference to the 10% who practise 
Indigenous beliefs, it became clear to me that the taboo attached to such 
practices has forced many into secrecy. I often felt that such taboos were 
remnants of colonialism and missionary ventures into the region. In trying 
to understand the religious dynamics in Nigeria, I found myself researching 
the official statistics, but listening very closely to the unofficial records 
passed on orally. Politically and socially, I found that tribal affiliations 
and loyalties transcended religious ones, especially within the context of 
violent confrontations. These political and tribal clashes were often referred 
to in Western mainstream media as "religious clashes." The tribal and 
political contexts that overshadowed almost all clashes and transcended 
religious divisions felt much like a nationally understood phenomena but 
an internationally kept secret. 

Historically, the British first came to Nigeria "in the late 1800s and by 
1906, they controlled the entire country. Nigeria attained independence in 
1960" (http://www.startagain.orgiNigeria.htm). Olusegun Obasanjo is the 
current (and officially first but unofficially second) democratically elected 
president, as of May 29, 1999. Because each tribe has its own language, 
culture, and traditions, the people of this former British colony communicate 
with each other in English, emerging in various forms throughout the 
country, commonly referred to as "pidgin or broken" English. The officially 
recognized languages in Nigeria, according to the CIA research are English, 
Hausa, Yoruba, Igbo, and Fulani. The unofficially recognized national 
languages are British English for the educated and broken or pidgin English 
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spoken by most of the masses, with Lagos having a specific dialect of broken 
English encompassing many Yoruba words. My experiences in northern 
states did not bring me in contact with a lot of people who spoke any form 
of English. Hausa is predominant in the North, Yoruba in the West (mainly 
south West), and Igbo in the East (mainly mid-east). 

As one travels throughout West Africa, it becomes apparent that the 
national boundaries were not designed according to tribe or already existing 
African nations (or empires as oral tradition records), but according to 
colonial interests and access to shores for trading and commerce purposes. 
As I travelled along the coast of West Africa, starting in Nigeria and moving 
west into Benin Republic, I found that the Yoruba nation extended beyond 
the boundaries of Nigeria, along the southern coast, and that the Hausa 
nation also extended beyond Nigerian national boundaries and spanned 
the northern regions of neighbouring countries. The official lines had 
been drawn vertically by colonialists allowing access to the coast for trade 
purposes, but the unofficial nations still exist and are illustrated through 
language and practised traditions of people who live horizontally across 
several "national" colonial boundaries. 

The official legal system in Nigeria is based on "English common law, 
Islamic Shariah law (only in some northern states), and traditional law" 
(http://www.cia.gov/ciaipublications/factbookJ). My work and experiences 
in West Africa brought me into contact with all three segments of the legal 
system. 

Administratively, on a level of implementation, the criminal justice 
"situation" in Nigeria is best described as inhumane, highlighted through 
the visible injustices occurring through both official and ''unofficial'' (yet 
highly visible) criminal justice procedures. During my time in Nigeria, there 
were 142 prisons holding approximately 55,000 prisoners, 62.4% of whom 
had never gone to court (these statistics were gathered by PRAWA). Police 
brutality was visible daily on the streets, ranging from monitary extortion 
to physical abuse and mental degradation. The court procedures were not 
only slow (hence the high awaiting trial population) but in the majority of 
cases, were not understood by the average person (right down to words like 
"acquitted"). Officially the penal structures existed, officially "justice" was 
sought; unofficially, the infrastructure was not efficient, and unofficially, the 
people who work for the system as well as those being oppressed by it knew 
that it is something to be feared rather than a source of safety and security. 
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CONTEMPORARY COLONIALISM 

In attempting to study or formulate an understanding of colonialism, I find 
myself asking questions and facing conceptual barriers that are vague, 
difficult, and invisible yet so strong and real to me. These questions and 
conceptual barriers arose primarily during my time in West Africa, where 
I came to the realization that colonialism is live and well, and in control of 
so many visible and invisible social structures. The contradiction for me 
lies in a widely accepted, almost taken for granted "fact" that colonialism 
ended when the Euro-Western colonial governments pulled out of the 
occupied territories. Yet, left behind are their languages, their "superiorities" 
(economic and cultural), and their institutions of control. 

The structures that I confronted most often during my time in West 
Africa were those erected through the criminal justice system. Ironically, it 
is those same structures that legalized slavery and colonization that continue 
to define and (il)legalize the conduct of members of the civil society, how 
their conflicts get defined and/or resolved, the division of labour, the 
control of land, cultural priorities, and economic negotiations. The irony 
of this situation seems to be lost in the arrogantly centralized aspects of 
the contemporary criminal justice system's global capitalist institutions. In 
a quest to understand the absence of post-colonialism and the continued 
implementation of colonialism, I find it productive to focus on the impact 
of a colonial justice system in sub-Saharan Africa, as it is that system that 
presents a highly visible remnant of colonialism as defined through the 
historical era of physically occupied territories. In my quest, I am faced 
with the following questions and conceptual barriers. 

What Is Colonialism? 
In search of an accurate picture of what colonialism is, I found Fanon's 
assessment of Algeria and the revolution against the French colonial 
government illustrative. He concludes that: 

Colonialism is not a type of individual relations but the conquest 
of a national territory and the oppression of a people: that is all. It 
is not a certain type of human behaviour or a pattern of relations 
between individuals. Every Frenchman in Algeria is at the present 
an enemy soldier. So long as Algeria is not independent, this logical 
consequence must be accepted. (Fanon 1964, 81) 
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Within the context of "occupied territory," colonialism comes forth as a 
dichotomizing force, enforcing oppressor and oppressed roles, and in 
revolution, marking enemy and ally status. Within this realm, I have come 
to see colonialism as the formal implementation of war; international 
wars disguised as civil conflicts, occurring within specified "national" 
boundaries. An extension of these dichotomies exists today, as Hecht and 
Simone (1994, 18) describe the current geographical boundaries as central 
to an understanding of colonialism, considering that it was the colonial 
governments that defined these boundaries, the official languages2 of 
each "nation," and their existing political and social structures.3 While the 
physical occupation of the land has legally ceased to exist, the co-optation 
of African social structures continues to occur, not only institutionalizing 
oppression within nations, but continuing to exploit international relations, 
while destabilizing continental associations. 

Merry's (1991, 890) assessment of colonialism presents an accurate 
summary of such intricacies: "Colonialism is an instance of a more general 
phenomenon of domination. Events that happened in the past, such as 
those in the period of colonial conquest and control, can provide insights 
into processes of domination and resistance in the present." Further, she 
explains that an understanding of colonialism allows for an assessment of 
"domination at the periphery of the world system" (Merry 1991, 890). 

Merry (1991) and Tamanaha (200 1) present two definitions ofcolonialism: 
one general and one narrow. The general definition, one I found to be 
accurate, relates to an assessment of power and the unequal distribution 
of power occurring when one group endeavours to impose its command 
upon an "inferior" group. The narrow definition, one that encompasses a 
more traditional view of colonialism, asserts that "the term refers to the 
European political, economic, and cultural expansion into Latin America, 
Africa, Asia, and the Pacific during the last four hundred years. Although 
similar processes have been going on for thousands of years, it is the recent 
European expansion, intimately connected with the spread of capitalism and 

Which continue to be used within them, facilitating territorial determinism of 
contemporary economic relations in Nigeria to England and the United States in 
general, in Cameroon to France, and in Angola to Spain and Portugal; in addition, 
past colonial Western nations tended to have the largest embassies in the African 
countries that they previously "inhabited." 
Highly visible in the types of criminal justice systems currently institutionalizing 
each African "nation." 
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the search for land, labour and markets, which has shaped the contemporary 
world" (Merry 1991,895). The general definition of colonialism is one that 
is most relevant to the contemporary era of "post"-colonialism because it is 
not specific to geographic land occupations and is based within a context of 
global power relations. 

Cesaire (1972, 13) presents an assessment of colonialism that is painful, 
more heartfelt, and in my opinion, more functional in defining what the 
study of colonialism could achieve. He states that the study of colonialism 
allows society to "decivilize the colonizer, to brutalize him in the true 
sense of the word, to degrade him, to awaken him to buried instincts, to 
covetousness, violence, race hatred, and moral relativism." In conjunction 
with Cesaire's switch of attention from colonized to the colonizer, Hecht and 
Simone (1994, 18) assert that colonialism was as much about disordering 
Africa as it was about ordering and stabilizing the West, claiming that the 
consequences of colonialism must be studied both in the destruction of 
African socio-political systems as well as in the settling of the West more 
comfortably into itself today. 

Who Are the Colonizers? 
Western European nations quickly come to mind when colonialism is 
brought up: the British Empire in particular, with some awareness around 
France, Spain, and Portugal's colonial exploits. Seldom do discussions on 
colonialism outside the academic realm bring in the colonization of North 
Africa by the Arabs. A prime example lies in Egypt, located on the African 
continent, yet referred to today legally and politically as the Arab Republic 
of Egypt. The same connotations are attributed to Libya, Morocco, and 
Algeria. In a more current context, the Americanization of the Middle East, 
the war in Iraq, the overthrow of the Afghani and Iraqi governments by the 
United States, and the implementation of "new democratic" (i.e., United 
States compatible) governments upon~occupied territories does not seem 
to enter the conscious political and cultural realms of what colonialism, 
inappropriately relegated to a historical endeavour, has come to represent. 

It seems that colonialism has been relegated to a historic timeframe, like 
a mistake in the past, ending when the British Empire became less powerful 
in relation to the American Empire. Cesaire is frank in stating: "I make 
no secret of my opinion that at the present time the barbarism of Western 
Europe has reached an incredibly high level, being only surpassed, it is true, 
by the barbarism of the United States ... and I am not talking about Hitler, 
or the prison guard, or the adventurer, but about the 'decent fellow' across 
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the way [believing that society has progressed and civilized itself] a sign 
that cruelty, mendacity, baseness, and corruption have sunk deep into the 
soul of the European bourgeoisie" (Cesaire 1972,26). 

These imposed historical connotations of colonialism have several 
implications. First, they place "colonialism" in a safe space, allowing colonial 
tenets and practices to continue, but outside the reach of contemporary 
criticism, not allowing the colonized territories to point mainstream fingers 
into history, bringing to light the true cycle of power and the continued 
degradation and exploitation of colonial practices; second, they place 
contemporary colonizers in a more righteous position of power, making 
their actions void of historical context and thus more difficult to assess 
according to learned lessons, thus perpetuating and enforcing global cycles 
of violence. 

In reflecting upon these cycles, I found that Bourdieu's (1991, 163-164) 
assessment of symbolic power may be applied. He states that ''without 
turning power into a 'circle whose centre is everywhere and nowhere,' 
which could be to dissolve it in yet another way, we have to be able to 
discover it in places where it is least visible, where it is most completely 
misrecognized - and thus, in fact recognized. For symbolic power is that 
invisible power that can be exercised only with the complicity of those who 
do not want to know that they are subject to it or even that they themselves 
exercise it." The symbolic power of colonialism today lies in the illusion 
of "post" -colonialism. In contradicting these notions, I hope to contribute 
to the dismantling of the global and contemporarily continued misuse of 
power by the Western "industrialized" nations in their relations with the 
"developing" world. 

It seems that abusive relationships and cycles of violence between Eastern 
and Western nations are only defined as abusive in retrospect, leaving the 
colonizer "sorry" but richer and stronger, and the colonized "broken" and 
poorer. I question the accuracy of this "broken" image, and the impact of the 
"victim" label upon colonized nations, since much of victimization (in the 
Western context) seems to be associated with helplessness, backwardness, 
blame, inefficiency, and lack of dependability, carrying with it an infantilizing 
connotation that keeps the aggressor in control. 

Who Are the Colonized? 
It is not coincidence, in my view, that all nations defined as "developing" 
have colonial "pasts" while the vast majority of industrialized First World 
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nations have a history of colonial occupation. The impact of colonialism on 
Africa specifically has direct and implicit links to the economic and political 
problems that face the continent today. In perpetuating colonial tenets of 
superiority and "civility," the aftermath of colonialism has relegated African 
nations to a "developing" or ''underdeveloped'' political and economic 
status, while enforcing a "developed" and First World image of the West. 

Writing during the "colonial era," Memmi (1965, 91) claimed that 
mythology and dehumanization of colonized populations played a functional 
role of control, and further asserted that ''the myth is furthermore supported 
by a very solid organization; a government and a judicial system fed and 
renewed by the colonizer's historic, economic and cultural needs" thus 
even if the colonized peoples maintained an African identity and resisted 
elements of degradation, "how could the colonized escape the low wages, 
the agony of his culture, the law that rules him from birth until death?" This 
question brings forth an assessment of resistance, but within the grander 
scheme of colonialism, what role does resistance play and how successful 
has the Third World been in maintaining and regulating its role in global 
politics? At times, the element of oppression becomes so large, and has 
established such engrained foundations on African soil, that resistance and 
survival become elements of colonialism, relegating much of the African 
existence to historical subjugation, forcing me to consider the massive 
impact such practices have within the capitalist method that engulfs much 
of the contemporary power relations. 

Imagery Associated with Colonialism 
Memmi (1965, 79) explains that ''just as the bourgeoisie proposes an image 
of the proletariat, the existence of the colonizer requires that an image of the 
colonized be suggested" and it is within these images, largely supported by 
and promoted through science, that excuses and justifications for brutality 
emerge; void of this imagery ''the conduct of a colonizer, and that of a 
bourgeoisie, would seem shocking." It is that same imagery that I find 
consistent from pre-colonial slavery, through colonial times in which Africa 
was divided up into occupied territories, to the so-called "post-colonial" 
contemporary era. 

Gilroy (2000, 56) presents an assessment of colonialism within the 
context of racism, emphasizing that colonialism implemented an ideology 
that consigned Africans to prehistoric and pre-political statuses. He asks, "in 
what sense does modernity belong to a closed entity, a 'geo-body' named 
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Europe? What forms of conscious solidarity, and located subjectivity does 
it solicit or produce?" and he concludes that the process of colonialism 
provided an avenue through which "racially differentiated groups no longer 
shared the same present. The dominant groups could enlist their irresistible 
momentum of history on their side and treat the apparently anachronistic 
subordinates as if they belonged to the past and had no future" (Gilroy 
2000, 56-57). The implications of such practices continue to exist today, 
with the overwhelming majority in the West subjecting Africa to a primitive 
image, one that encompasses visions of a used up victim of circumstance, 
too broken to participate in a future that was taken away through colonialism 
and slavery. 

Upon my return to North America from West Africa, discussions with 
friends, family members, work colleagues, acquaintances, university 
students, and professors (with exception of a very special few), brought 
forth that overwhelmingly consensual response: Africa is perceived as a 
wounded continent occupied by broken people. This imagery contradicts 
my experiences in West Africa. I left Nigeria with a sense of empowerment, 
understanding that the West Africa that I experienced is a surviving realm, 
which despite immense exploitation and imposed brutalities, stands tall, not 
broken, but scarred. 

In my assessment of the conceptual imagery of the continent, and in 
facing the contradictions between the overwhelming negative consensus in 
the West and my overwhelmingly empowering experiences in West Africa, 
I find myself thinking back to the tribal marks on a Yoruba friend's face. 
The scars were deep, and numerous, and I remember first reacting to them 
with surprise - they were not something I was used to seeing on a person's 
face. As I got to know him, and I saw more tribal marks on peoples' faces 
around me, I came to appreciate the beauty they accentuated in the physical 
features of a person's face, and I came to understand that scars (much 
like wrinkles), while seen as unsightly in the West, are signs of survival, 
healing, and wisdom in Africa. So when I say Africa is a scarred continent, 
I am placing that within an understanding that the scars that exist are signs 
of healing, and the unhealed wounds beside them are connected to past 
injustices. Also, the social, economic, and communal wounds that I did see 
and experience are not beyond the realm of control; they, like old wounds 
that have healed, would one day become attractive scars. 
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Language Associated with Colonialism 
The negative Eurocentric imagery associated with Africa as discussed 
above is ingrained and most prevalent in the type of language used when 
addressing or discussing Africa academically, politically, economically, and 
(though less in these politically "correct" times), culturally. Through my 
discussions with people in the academic and the human rights contexts, I 
found myself compiling a list of the double standards that are implemented 
and illustrated in the type of language utilized and normalized when 
referring to Africa, and other continents that have mass colonial "histories." 
The list is an ongoing venture, and is nowhere near comprehensive, but it is 
representative of the discussions that I have engaged in. The list starts upon 
the international realm of discussion and ventures into the African national, 
structural (mainly within the context of criminal justice and law), human 
rights, leadership, and economic resources domains. 

The "South" and "East" 

Underdeveloped or Developing 
Third World Nations 

Ethnic and Religious Clashes 

Brutality in Justice: Human 
Rights Violations 

Traditional Justice Systems 

Community Justice (informal?) 

Aid and Education Campaigns 

Corrupt Leaders 

International Corporate 
Initiatives and opportunities 

The "North" and "West" 

Developed, Industrialized, First 
World Nations 

War 

Brutality in Justice: Shortcomings 
in the penal system 

The Criminal Justice System 

Common and Civil Law 

Civil Rights 

Leaders make mistakes, are 
misunderstood or misinformed 

International Trade Agreements, 
Free Trade and Capitalism 

These words illustrate a double standard both in the definition of issues and 
in the implementation of solutions to these issues. On a hierarchical sphere 
of power, Africa continues to come in last; on an economic realm, Africa 
continues to represent a pot of gold that should be grateful for and open to 
the exploitation of its resources; and on a human realm, violence on African 
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soil is associated with communal "clashing," while violence on Western soil 
is serious enough to warrant international wars and global attention. 

It has become clear to me that the value of life in this global order is 
related to power, and that citizens of a powerful nation are entitled to anger 
and revenge when the lives of their loved ones are taken, while citizens of 
the Third World caste are not. Their anger is relegated to "clashing" with 
blaming the victim connotations while the anger of the Western world is 
used to justify illegal wars and continued colonial conquests. The double 
standards are so engrained that they are present in the politically correct 
language of this era. While it is no longer okay to call Africa "primitive" 
(in most contexts), it is now okay to refer to Africa as "underdeveloped." I 
do not see a difference between the two terms. I do see a continued colonial 
mentality that is justifying a continued colonialism. 

On another level, the "informal" approach to African issues, as illustrated 
in the language used, can be associated with resistance to assimilation, 
illustrating a flexibility of African societies that is complex in comparison 
with the simple rigidity of Western standards. When those rigid standards 
are not met, an informal relegation is accorded, and while this informality 
appears degrading, within a different context, the inability to formally define 
structures in Africa can be seen as an African triumph. According to Chabal 
and Daloz (1999, 4) "it is a consequence of the fundamentally instrumental 
concept of power which marks out what we call the informalization of 
politics on the [African] continent. There are, in consequence, good grounds 
for thinking that the weak character of the state in Africa may be more 
perennial than has hitherto been envisaged. It may well be, therefore, that 
the state in contemporary Africa will durably fail to conform to our own 
Western notions of political modernity." 

What Is Legal Pluralism in Relation to Colonialism? 
Legal pluralism is the academic field of study which researches how various 
legal systems exist in the same society, at the same time. Two forms of 
legal pluralism have been used to conduct the majority of research in this 
field. According to Tamanaha (2001, 115), legal pluralism as an ideology 
was initially formulated by legal anthropologists who were researching law 
and society in the wake of colonialism. The very birth of legal pluralism 
is thus linked to and reliant upon colonialism. The work of legal pluralists 
brought forth what can be referred to as classical legal pluralism. This form 
oflegal pluralism encompasses a general understanding that defines specific 
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situations (such as colonialism) in which "two or more legal systems coexist 
in the same social field" (Merry 1988, 870). The imposition of colonial 
governments on African societies gave these "classical scholars" the ability 
to conceive of "plurality" and "diversity" as functions of social control 
mechanisms. Hountondji (1983) assessed the emergence of pluralism in 
Africa within the cultural realm, asserting that cultural pluralism existed 
in Africa before colonial governments institutionalized themselves. 
He contends that pluralism as a scholarly notion that emerged with a 
dichotomizing and simplifying function, artificially reducing pluralism 
to a confrontation between two extremities: "colonial" and "primitive" 
categories. 

The "new legal pluralism," as defined by Merry, better represents 
Hountondji's pluralism. It represents an ideological shift that assumes that 
"plural normative orders are found in virtually all societies" (Merry 1998, 
873). Within this understanding, state law itself is recognized as plural in 
nature (Merry 1988, 890), thus allowing for the unequal distribution of 
"harsh" consequences; in addition, an understanding of power is implemented 
in this ideology, thus allowing for an assessment of the "penetration and 
dominance of state law and its subversion at the margins" (Merry 1988, 
886). 

New legal pluralists reassess research that emerged during the colonial 
periods, within the context of that political era. They found that "customary 
law" was a product of the colonial period (Merry 1991, 893). What 
colonialists/scholars referred to as "indigenous law" not only reflected the 
colonial attitude toward law and social control, but became a method through 
which specifically selected socio-cultural or social control practices could 
be "formalized." This helped shape the colonial "modernizing rituals" that 
were imposed upon African societies. In addition, the colonial modernizing 
elites were able to formalize those practices that were best attuned to their 
new market economy. This aided in efforts to co-opt African cultures 
while institutionalizing the power of tribal political leaders. The end goal 
was to maintain control of occupied African territories and the resources 
these territories had to offer. In assessing anthropological literature and 
contemporary scholarly research, Merry concludes that "native courts" are 
not a function of pre-colonial law but are a historical construct emerging 
during the colonial period. The study of the institutionalization of "native 
courts" illustrates the struggles that occurred between colonized and 
colonizers for land and resources: "The nature of law changed as it was 
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reshaped from a subtle and adaptable system, often unwritten, to one of 
fixed, formal and written rules enforced by native courts" (Merry 1991, 
897). 

In addition to assessing the changes implemented by "traditional" modes 
of social control through the colonial process, it is important to also place 
these changes within the context of contemporary social structures of control 
in Africa. Gilroy (2000, 41) stresses the need to recognize that colonialism 
was a military enterprise and thus implanted militarizing foundations 
for control. In an assessment of the contemporary condition of justice in 
Nigeria, Agozino (1999, 10) confirms that "the legal institution in Nigeria 
is militarized given the role of the special military tribunals in the trial of 
civilians, the widespread use of armed soldiers and police officers to shoot 
suspected criminals on sight ... the appalling conditions of overcrowded 
jails where detainees are held without charge, the use of capital punishment 
and lack of democratic accountability of security agents." Abashi (1998) 
traces this militarization as an implementation of British colonial rule and 
assesses the constitutional building of a judiciary that has the discretion to 
not only access traditional laws when necessary, but to also refer to martial 
law when needed. 

He illustrates the contemporary implementation of such constitutional 
regulations by bringing forth the "kangaroo trial" on November 10, 1995, in 
which writer Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight other Ogoni activists were hanged on 
murder charges that did not allow for appeal after conviction. These works 
illustrate the contemporary relationship between civil society and colonial 
legal institutions in Africa. It becomes clear that the inappropriateness of 
cultural separation from colonial justice is but one tenet of the problematic 
nature of these institutions as governmental structures in Africa. It becomes 
even more clear that the justice system in Nigeria is not a necessary function 
of social control in society, but is a function of global control in colonialism. 
By maintaining British institutions of "crime" control, Nigerian society 
continues to get caught up in the contradictions of such systems with its 
own African social structures. 

What Was the Role of Law in "Colonial" Sub-Saharan Africa? 
The role of law within the colonial process was one that encompassed the 
justification of racism and the legalization of exploitation. Tamanaha (2001, 
112) explains that the law implanted by colonizers was largely encompassed 
by regulations for economic enterprise and outlines the transition from 
laws meant to govern the colonizers, to laws transplanted to facilitate the 
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exploitation of colonized people's resources. Merry points out that 

European law was central to the colonizing process but in a curiously 
ambiguous way. It served to extract land from pre-colonial users 
and to create a wage labour force out of peasant and subsistence 
producers. Yet at the same time, it provided a way for these groups 
to mobilize the ideology of colonizers to protect lands and to resist 
some of the excessive demands of the settlers for land and labour. 
(Merry 1991,891) 
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In its ambiguity, the law becomes both oppressor and "liberator," thus 
placing within its realm the power to define liberty, take liberty, and shape 
liberty. In the colonial setting, this power extends beyond "liberty" and has 
come to encompass economic, political, cultural, and social consequences 
that not only enforce colonialism today, but continue to keep the wounds 
from historical repression wide open. 

What Is the Role of Law in "Post" -Colonial Sub-Saharan Africa? 
In an assessment of the literature on law and society in the colonial context, 
Merry concludes that ''these works show how law served the 'civilizing 
mission' of colonialism - transfonning the societies of the Third World 
into the fonn of the West" (Merry 1991,894). In studying these "missions" 
scholars have focused on the points of intersection between "traditional" 
systems of conflict resolution and colonial legal systems, the new fonns of 
law that emerged as a-result of this interaction, and the points of resistance 
to co-optation that took fonn through traditional means of implementing 
legal and social control during colonial periods: "Colonial officials saw the 
decline in traditional authority as a threat to the stability of the colonial 
regime" (Merry 1991,898). Law in this assessment becomes reinforcement 
for colonialism, institutionalizing cultural, economic, and political 
degradation. 

Merry also stated that "Colonialism typically involved the large-scale 
transfer of laws and legal institutions from one society to another, each of 
which had its own distinct socio-cultural organization and legal culture" 
(Merry 1991, 890). This led to the implementation of duallegal4 systems 

4 Legality being a Western phenomenon used in conflict resolution, becoming 
imposed upon traditional pre-colonial modes of conflict resolution. The transition 
from conflict resolution to "legality" often gets taken for granted, thus ignoring the 
structurally and ideologically imposed co-optations that took place. 
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and the emergence of an ideology that assesses legal pluralism. Merry 
asserts that the implementation of "dual systems" (one for colonizers and 
another for colonized peoples) has resulted in an emergence of a conflict 
in post-colonial societies. It is a conflict that is centred on the struggle 
to "fashion a unified legal system out of this duality" while reviving and 
implementing pre-colonial traditions and laws (Merry 1991,890). My time 
in West Africa illustrated to me the simplicity and inaccuracy of such an 
assessment. The conflicts that have arisen are not the result of this duality 
of legal systems. They are primarily a product of colonial attitudes and 
structures. While African civil societies continue to be exposed to colonial 
social structures and colonial exploitation of their resources, elite African 
government officials are able to employ capitalist endeavours, making a 
significantly small portion ofthe population richer while driving the majority 
into poverty. The legal system is a tool whereby oppression is implemented 
- the problem does not lie in its unity or plurality, the problem lies in its 
definitions, its legal cultures, its very existance. 

Has Colonialism Been Abolished in Sub-Saharan Africa? 
Tamanaha (2001, 115) assessed the role of law in the "post"-colonial 
context and found that while the revival of traditional law was "one of the 
leading slogans of the worldwide decolonization movement of the 1950s 
and 1960s" the decolonization process kept much of the legal regimes 
"virtually intact through 'transnational' clauses that continued existing 
colonial law until repealed." Such repeals, if they were pursued, involved 
a lengthy bureaucratic process outlined in colonial languages and falling 
in line with colonial goals. Tamanaha also placed the role of Western law 
in "decolonized" settings within the context of international politics, and 
found that ''under the prompting and influence of international aid agencies, 
of transnational banks and other corporations that required familiar legal 
regimes as conditions of investment" and in the best interest of capitalism, 
found that Western legal systems continued to implement control not only 
upon the "previously" colonized peoples, but primarily upon their national 
resources (Tamanaha 2001, 115). 

It becomes clear in this assessment that the current global (dis)order is 
very much built upon the foundations of colonialism. An understanding of 
the contemporary situations void of the context of colonialism would thus 
constitute an incomplete and inaccurate representation. Hecht and Simone 
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(1994, 17) explain that "colonialism was meant for the West to redefine itself 
in relationship to the world. And the work for which African bodies were 
captured during slavery has much to do with the West's efforts to change 
itself, to construct new kinds of economics and identities" forging a journey 
through which the West erodes opportunities for oppositional competition 
in the contemporary capitalist world order. In addition to these assertions, 
Hecht and Simone (1994, 15) outline the manner in which the African 
continent, in its "underdeveloped" manner, represents potential, "not only 
to survive, but restructure and reinvent itself within a context of global 
realities." Within this framework, the dichotomization of the problems 
in Africa becomes difficult. Resistance becomes a necessary function of 
oppression, and simultaneously oppression grows to become a tool through 
which resistance can manifest itself. 

Chabal and Daloz (1999) outline the more traditionally dichotomized 
debate that exists among scholars and politicians who discuss colonialism. 
They present an assessment of contemporary sub-Saharan political 
institutions within the context of this debate in attempts to address the 
problematic nature of these political institutions. On one side, some argue 
that political institutions have pre-colonial roots in the continent and thus are 
destined to fail, and on the other side, others argue that political institutions 
in Africa are in the process of "development" and thus are likely to face 
problems and downfalls. Hecht and Simone (1994, 31) bring this debate 
together stating that "the power of African colonialism was not so much to 
disrupt the internal dynamics of household, kinship, and social life but to 
disrupt the wide-ranging interconnections that existed among communities 
and people across often vast distances" adding that colonialism placed the 
continent in an inflexible condition, devastating but not eliminating its 
political structures and internal economic cohesions. Central to their analysis 
are not the functional or dysfunctional political institutions that exist, but 
more the context within which Africa now exists. The reasons for the 
existence of "problematic" institutions in Africa are not simply a tenet and 
natural extension of "historical" oppression, nor are they due to the struggle 
to rebuild from the destructions imposed by an oppressive history, but are 
shaped (problematically for the West) due to the attempted destruction of an 
entire continent's social, political, and economic structures. 

Rebuilding processes are not only problematic because they are being 
defined and assessed within a "development" framework that assumes these 
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destructions were successful, but are also problematic because they continue 
to be assessed through a Western lens: 

Many discourses on Africa lament that the continent has lost its 
"traditions" and become a dumping ground for the world's social 
and cultural waste. But in practice, Africans don't so much defend 
their traditions as allow tradition to take its own course, into terrain 
that is often neither recognizable nor acceptable [to the Western 
world]. (Hecht and Simone 1994,23) 

This unacceptability and fluidity places Africans within a position of 
advantage, preparing them for a globalization that appears to be dissolving 
notions of statehood and relegating nationhood (in Africa more visibly 
than in other more structured settings) to colonial heritage. This dilution 
of statehood is visible at the national borders that separate African nations, 
but fail to separate African tribes.5 Between the Nigerian and Beninoise 
borders, although laws exist to regulate trade between the two nations, "the 
border is the site of rampant smuggling, where unregistered markets provide 
a livelihood for many ... the illicit exchange is crucial to the economies 
of both countries. Officials are forced to turn a blind eye or risk further 
undermining the region's precarious infrastructures" (Hecht and Simone 
1994, 21). While travelling from Togo to Ghana, I did witness hundreds of 
women crossing borders with merchandise for sale. There was very little 
customs officials could do, despite their prescribed position of authority, 
and their colonial officials' ''uniforms.'' 

While the laws that regulate trade between nations are being 
compromised, within nations, Hecht and Simone (1994, 19) further 
explain that while African societies have become ''underdeveloped in the 
web of advanced capitalism" what they have essentially accomplished 
in this ''underdevelopment'' is the ability to slip "further out of either 
comprehension or control. Post-colonial regimes from Khartoum to Lagos 
have no idea how many people live in their metropolis, let alone how, with 

5 As the Yoruba reside in southwestern Nigeria, and neighbouring West African 
nations, while the Hausa tribes in northern Nigeria span northward into Niger, and 
westward into Benin Republic, Togo, and Ghana. 
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little or no employment or services, millions somehow survive." And it is 
in that survival that "invisible governance" emerges, confusing, sometimes 
frustrating, but in general, destabilizing Western analysis of social structures, 
while empowering Africans enough to endure the hardships associated with 
displacement, oppression, and colonialism. 

"Post"-Colonialism? 
Has colonialism ended in Africa? I assert that it has not, that on an 
international and continental level, it thrives, that on a national level, it is 
well defined in the structures that are erected to regulate society, but on an 
individual level I assert that as in the times of occupied land colonies, the 
people continue to resist and continue to exist. So legally, yes, the same 
system that legalized colonialism has now "outlawed" it, implementing 
legal "independence" for African governance; but what is legal is clearly 
not representative of what is applied. Economically, socially, and politically, 
colonialism still has a strong hold on the continent. And on a level of micro
politics, resistance continues: the oppressive living conditions upon civil 
society continue to carry an emblem for survival against all odds. It is within 
this context that Nigerian prisoners live and it is within these historical and 
contemporary conditions that their experiences can be appropriately and 
accurately understood. For outside of this context, the colonial demonizing 
and "post" -colonial projecting of political and social ills can continue, but 
from within a contextualized understanding, the experiences of oppressed 
and imprisoned populations can become both tools for understanding as 
well as opportunities for resistance. 



II: VOICES FROM 

NIGERIAN PRISON YARDS 

INSIDE NIGERIAN PRISON YARDS: 

THROUGH THE EVES OF HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISM 
Viviane Saleh-Hanna 

These reflections emerge from the daily journal I kept during my time as 
a human rights activist inside Nigerian prisons. The experiences I had 
were inundated with visual brutality, mental stimulation, and political 
conversations. In attempting to keep myself grounded, and in trying to 
grasp the larger picture, I found myself creating mental snapshots of the 
details that eventually combined to form a mosaic that made sense to me, 
according to the things I saw, heard, and thought while I sat inside prison 
yards and conversed with Nigerian prisoners. These words are an attempt 
to present that mosaic. 

A long dirt road begins with a casual barrel of a gun, watching the 
.fi'boundary," not only allowing access to "outsiders" but also allowing 
selective exit to "insiders." The few "outsiders" who ask and are allowed 
to step past those guns and over the invisible, mysterious line are faced 
with tall concrete walls inflicting more visible boundaries and more gun 
barrels illustrating the visual and violent infliction of control. All boundaries 
within the Nigeria Prison Service grounds are accentuated by the binding 
green gates built within the concrete walls, meant to function as a point of 
transition between the two worlds: the world inside Nigerian prisons and 
the world outside of them. 

The walls I see before me every time I enter a prison, anywhere in the 
world, are not just walls. They are symbols of degradation and violence, 
they are statements of disregard and humiliation, they are perpetrators of 
myth and fear, and above all, they are clear, concrete representations of the 
inhumanity created for the "sake of humanity." 

As I step beyond the gates and enter the world of prison in Nigeria, I 
am faced with green prison officials' uniforms trying to maintain order and 
control upon blue convicted prisoners' uniforms. It is easy to look beyond 
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the colours and see that it is simply a world of men and women trying to 
keep other men and women behind the walls, and in that, working to control 
all physical, mental, and spiritual undertakings. Colours mark power, not 
people: green uniforms taking shifts to watch, monitor, control, and punish 
the blue uniforms. Void of colour, it becomes a group of people struggling 
for power and control. 

While I was in Nigeria from October 2000 to November 2002, there 
were 142 prisons holding approximately 55,000 prisoners, 62 percent of 
whom were awaiting trial. While 20,000 prisoners had been convicted 
inside court, approximately 35,000 prisoners were imprisoned without legal 
representation or the chance to appear in court. Those 35,000 people did not 
always have prison uniforms6; they wore the clothes that they were arrested 
in, and as the years went by, whatever clothes they were able to get from 
those around them. I met prisoners who have served up to ten years awaiting 
trial, and if convicted, were not given ''time served" recognition. An ex
prisoner I worked with at the PRAWA office, a man I knew as Papa, often 
spoke about the eight years he spent awaiting trial for a drug offence and 
the ten years he was sentenced to serve. He spent eighteen years in prison. 

It is important to note the differences in conditions between awaiting 
trial and convicted prisoners. It was visibly clear that awaiting trial 
prisoners are the most under-nourished and mal-treated prisoners in most 
Nigerian prison yards; in addition, the amount of time spent in lockdown is 
much higher in comparison with convicted prisoners. In Kirikiri Medium 
Security Prison, about 2,000 prisoners were awaiting trial, about 700 were 
convicted; warehousing approximately 2,700 prisoners. Kirikiri Medium 
Security Prison was originally built to warehouse about 700 people. Many 
awaiting trial prisoners in Kirikiri Medium Security Prison stated that they 
were allowed to leave their overcrowded cell blocks (holding up to 77 
people in one room) once a week for one hour. This, according to prison 
guards, was due to the lack of resources and staff to handle the thousands 
of prisoners they had in custody. Also, the amount of food awaiting trial 
prisoners receive is much smaller in comparison with convicted prisoners, 
who already do not get sufficient servings. 

6 In all male prisons, I did not see any awaiting trial uniforms; in Kirikiri Women's 
prison, the awaiting trial prisoners ironically wore green (the Nigerian Prison Service 
uniform colour), while the convicted prisoners wore blue. 
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In addition to the obvious injustice of one's loss ofliberty, andthe loss of 
that liberty without the chance to defend oneself, and the immense amount 
of time seized and forever lost, awaiting trial prisoners were subject to 
harsh living conditions because they are not properly represented in the 
Nigerian Prison Service budget; since they have not been convicted in court 
they do not hold official prisoner status. Prison officials often claimed no 
option other than to warehouse them in overcrowded, unsanitary, inhumane 
conditions, with scarce access to basic food provisions, clean drinking water, 
or proper clothing and too much access to physical disease, abuse, mental 
degradation, and death. In almost all Nigerian prisons, death in custody is 
common. There are no official statistics available but I unofficially witnessed 
many convicted prisoners assigned the task of carrying out awaiting trial 
prisoners' corpses (sometimes decayed) on rusted stretchers, wrapped in 
grey blankets: many of these "casualties" are young; all the ones I saw had 
never been convicted. 

Most of my direct contact with the world inside Nigerian prison walls 
had been with both convicted and awaiting trial prisoners. In the end, a 
prison is a prison and a prisoner is a prisoner. Over the years, as I have 
entered prisons in different countries it has become clear to me that many 
(not all) of the people behind prison walls have harmed and violated other 
people. But it is just as clear to me that many of the people outside prison 
walls have done the same; maybe under different circumstances, maybe 
to different people and maybe at a different level (be it larger, through 
corporate and war-centred violence, or smaller, through individual means), 
but nonetheless, they have done it. It is crucial to note that the corporate 
executives and state leaders of this world who are responsible for millions 
of deaths and injuries rarely see the inside walls of prison barriers. The penal 
system has clearly been created by the powerful to keep the powerless under 
control: illusions of community safety and necessity of such a structure 
function to keep the masses frightened of each other and sometimes of the 
penal structure, allowing those in power freedom to go about their business 
with little resistance and questioning. On a micro level, the conditions 
that Nigerian prisoners live and die in are atrocious. On a macro level, the 
conditions under which the penal system exists 7 are just as atrocious, brutal, 
and unacceptable. 

7 Implementing social structures that perpetuate cycles of oppressive, invasive 
behavior, fuel fear, justify violence by inflicting violence, etc. 
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I have recently become more aware of the fact that conflict is a function 
of human interaction. Endless numbers of societies encounter violent 
interactions against each other; every society faces hostility among its 
own people, every community faces tension between its neighbours, every 
household will have friction among its residents. The indisputable state 
of the universal human reality is full of conflict and upheaval. Among 
individuals (but almost never among corporations or powerhouse states) 
when this state of affairs reaches a point of violence it becomes simplified and 
packaged into a word - a mysterious, scientific, measurable, professional 
word - that word is "crime." This "packaging" is convenient for the state 
and is accepted by the people. I have come to see how this allows penal 
structures to continue to be imposed upon the majority of the powerless, 
leaving the majority of the powerful immune and "safe." Within the same 
"crime" category, acts of defiance, survival, or self-defense against the state 
are linked to "criminalized" acts. Actions that are not violent (i.e., drug 
use) become one with actions that are. Certain populations get targeted 
in this selective use of "criminalization" and while different states target 
different populations whom they find threatening or whom they have come 
to recognize as the "surplus" who do not have a working role within their 
political and social agendas, these populations come to carry the scapegoat 
role: they become targets of fear and aid in diversion from larger schemes 
of greater oppressions. 

The thousands of acts and millions of people who fall within the 
category of "criminal" in the context of their respective nations eventually 
get dumped into the human warehouses we call prison. My opportunities 
to meet those people whom the state has formally denounced unfit to live 
within the physical boundaries of its communities have been life changing 
and eye opening. In Nigeria, I have been faced with their malnourished, 
disease infected, de-humanized, unsanitary, violent realities; through their 
words and through their struggles, I have been able to learn about but still 
never fully grasp the experiences of imprisonment. 

Too often, I have left the prison and wondered at the logic of denouncing 
violence and violations among people by implementing a violent and 
violating structure. Does it make sense to reject people and render them 
''unfit'' to function in the community in order to encourage and "help" them 
to function more productively in that same community? Is it productive to 
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rely on such an oppressive and counterproductive structure in attempts to 
reduce violence and build peace? Is it at all safe to brutalize those people 
in our community who have shown their willingness to brutalize others? 
And where is the sense in brutalizing them in the name of "community 
safety"? It does make sense within the social political context of states, 
corporations, and social control, but it does not make sense within the 
context of community safety and cohesion. The average citizen (the majority 
of each country's population) is vulnerable to criminalization while the 
minority powerful population benefit from "immunity." In the same sense, 
the majority of the world's population residing in the "developing world" 
live in harsh conditions while the minority in the "developed" world live in 
comfort. As a microcosm of society, prisons represent these problems; like a 
magnifying glass, the penal system's institutions present a clear and concise 
picture of larger social ills, both nationally and internationally. 

One hopes that in time, more people will open their eyes and see the reality 
of the penal structure: recognizing that it perpetuates violence, realizing that 
maybe the societies with the highest crime rates have the most prisons not 
because prisons and the penal system exist to react to crime, but come to see 
the penal system and all its institutions as perpetrators of violence. Prisons 
cage, dehumanize, and segregate people. It is an institution that poisons all 
that it touches, and fundamentally encourages the community to fear and 
loathe all who were once imprisoned if they are ever released. One cannot 
help but wonder about the logic and the reasons behind the sustenance of 
such degrading and dehumanizing structures. I find myself looking at the 
roots of such a structure and questioning its maintenance through centuries 
of failure. My work in West Africa helped me better understand the colonial, 
imperialist roots of the penal structure and brought forth many thoughts on 
the important role it continues to play in the capitalist and "democratic" 
world we currently live in. 

From an individual perspective, putting aside the structural debates, I 
have come to this conclusion: there has to be a more humane way to appeal 
to people's humanity. If we continue to separate and avenge, I fear future 
generations will be born into the same violent society I was born into - a 
society that cannot function in harmony or allow its citizens to function in a 
tolerable and balanced manner. I do not fear "criminals." I fear governments 
(and now corporations) that will always react by locking up and continue to 
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benefit from such "sanctions." I fear a future full of people who will never 
discover or experience true poverty alleviation, or the positive capacities 
that can be achieved within the elimination of classism, racism, sexism, 
ageism, tribalism, and the power dynamics of implemented structured 
hierarchies. I fear the masses may never know how to fight economic and 
social injustices because too many people are too busy fearing and focusing 
on common street crime and individual conflicts. 

I fear we will constantly be stuck in this superficial cycle of "crime 
prevention," never embracing the realities of harm reduction. It is that same 
cycle that allows the rich and the powerful to define social problems and 
it is the dizziness of that cycle that keeps the rest from stepping back and 
questioning the social structures that divert attention form the real issues: 
the uneven distribution of wealth, the exploitation of land resources and 
environmental destruction, the wars that kill millions and the corporations 
that exploit billions, economic degradations, and the perpetually exploitative 
control of too many nations and entire continents by a small number of 
historically colonialist nations. Above all, I fear that those who benefit from 
these inhumane structures have too much to lose in terms of material and 
political wealth to ever allow this degrading and violent situation to change. 
I often find myself fighting off the dizziness and despair that are the side
effects of that cycle. 

My work with Nigerian prisoners has shown me the humanity that 
can shine in the dark corridors of inhumanity. I have seen their individual 
potentials being stifled, I have smelled their fear of not surviving, I have 
sensed their lonely and desolate thoughts and I have listened to their stories 
of violence and their dreams of hope. Over the years, I have come to realize 
that the "criminals" of my society are simply people the state has labelled 
as such. If given the proper opportunity they can not only function within 
the boundaries of our community, but can contribute to the expansion of 
those boundaries by giving insight into the ability of the human spirit to 
lash out and hurt as well as its perseverance when faced with threats. There 
are people behind those walls who can provide insight into the endurance 
of the human mind's potential in overcoming isolation, in overthrowing 
degradation, in capturing the true essence of pain, and in displaying the 
strength to survive against all odds. 

I ask that you open your eyes to the realities of the men and women in 
Nigerian prisons who do not often have the opportunity to tell their tales 
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of oppression or the chance to share their experiences with the criminal 
injustice system. I hope that their struggles and their stories will emphasize 
the contradictions of penal reform efforts in Nigeria, not only in presenting 
their struggles within an inhumane system but in reminding the "developed" 
world that they too live within the same degrading, dehumanizing, and 
violent systems. Geographically, it is different, but in essence, in goals and 
in structure, it is the same colonial penal system. The "human rights" efforts 
funded through "developed" nations' charitable funds will do little more 
than better equip the existing Nigerian Penal System to hide and justify these 
brutalities. It is the structure that is inhumane, and in the land of extremes, 
in the Nigeria that I experienced, that inhumanity had nowhere to hide. 



ANOTHER FACE OF SLAVERY 

Osadolor Eribo 

Osa Eribo wrote "Another Face of Slavery" while imprisoned in Kirikiri 
Maximum Security Prison in Lagos State. He was a soldier in the Nigerian 
military and upon demanding proper medical attention after sustaining 
injuries during peacekeeping missions in Sierra Leone and Liberia, he 
was brought back to Nigeria, charged with mutiny, and imprisoned. He 
has since been released from prison due to interest in his case by several 
human rights activists and lawyers. He is currently in Italy seeking political 
asylum. He hopes to have the chance to enrol in a criminology program in 
university one day. 

After the abolition of slavery and the slave trade towards the end of 
the 18th century, people around the world, particularly the black race, 

were gladdened in body and in mind because it marked the beginning of 
the end of a savage and barbaric era. But little did the people of Africa 
and Nigeria in particular know that in less than a century will come a 
period of decadence, a society that is reminiscent of the era of slavery. The 
"elites" in the Nigerian society returned to the continent and came to see 
themselves as our messiahs, sent here to guide and take us safely to the 
Promised Land - an epic of civilization; instead, they have led the larger 
society astray with their selfish and uncompromising attitude. The attitudes 
of the political bigots in this country have created a riotous environment, an 
unparalleled state of insecurity. There are less moral values now than ever 
before. Nigerians now see vices as virtues. We live in a society that has 
legalized tribalism8 by calling it "the quota system." We live in a society 
that only sees "crimes" as actions committed by armed robbers while those 
actions committed by bureaucrats and the powerful people in this society 
such as forgery, 419 (fraud), looting ofthe government's treasury and land 
resources, misappropriation offunds, and dissemination offalse information 
to the general public are not regarded as crimes. 

This is a society that openly and readily denies its citizens "justice." 
There is always one sort of governmental interference or the other in the 
court of law - the court of law that is supposed to symbolize truth is now 

Discrimination according to tribal ethnicity. 
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a vehicle of violence. Nigerian society is one that is openly ruled by a 
particular class of people and it has been that way since the beginning of 
the post-colonial, so-called African independence era. This has become a 
nation that refuses to give youths a chance. A society that has leaders who 
are over seventy years of age, who were once military dictators but now are 
"democratically" elected "presidents" wearing the best fabric, in the newest 
designs, owning and flaunting brand new Rolex watches, estates, and fleets 
of cars both in Nigeria and abroad: these are men who live gluttonous lives 
in fabulous houses. They have become models of fashion and design, often 
appearing on the front pages of this country's national newspapers and 
magazines. All this they have achieved with taxpayers' money and with this 
country's rich resources. Strangely enough, they do not seem to make the 
link between their lifestyles and poverty in Nigeria. They do not make it 
their responsibility to alleviate the suffering of the masses, most of whom are 
suffering in abject poverty. The attitude of "monkey dey work; baboon dey 
chop" is rampant.9 Socio-political and economic insecurity, social injustice, 
unprecedented rates of violent crime, and mass human rights violations are 
an epoch of another face of slavery in this African society. 

The rulers of our present day society have been able to achieve such 
a remarkable feat in their pursuance of oppression by capitalizing on the 
weakness of the people. Poverty and illiteracy are the tools they use to 
keep the masses oppressed and their own bellies full. The Nigerian Prison 
Services' role in this oppression is instrumental. A Nigerian prison yard 
is where I am presently held captive. Ninety-five percent of the prisoners 
who are currently behind bars are from poor homes and are illiterate. They 
are people who have been pushed to the edge of a cliff by life's frustrating 
factors created by the elites of this nation. Most of the victims of this society 
got involved in crime as a result of their frustrations and lack of opportunity 
to survive through "legitimate" means. Many felt dejected and hopeless 
without shelter and food, pushing and engulfing them into the "other side 
of life": the side of life people called "criminal." Worse still, upon arrival 
in prison, these people are shown cruelty, depravity, inequality, and sheer 
wickedness. All basic rights are denied: food, clean drinking water, and 
medical attention are the ones that come to mind immediately. Food that the 

9 Translation: one person works while another eats from the fruits of that labour. 
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government sets aside for prisoners is almost always "diverted elsewhere." 
Prisoners here are being subjected to physical and mental torture - starting 
in the police stations and continuing inside the prisons. Some prisoners 
arrive here half crippled from the torture they endured inside police stations, 
or as a result of a hard life on the streets, the unavailability of affordable 
polio vaccinations, lack of nutrition, or "accidents" along the way. Upon 
being brought to prison, they are subjected to mental and psychological 
torture as a result of their disability. 

One question that keeps pondering in my mind over and over is: are these 
people the most dangerous offenders in our society? If they are not, why are 
they treated in this inhuman manner? Every time I ponder I find myself 
reaching the same conclusion: they treat us like this because they can -
because we are among the poorest, most uneducated, and underprivileged 
people in Nigeria. My pondering also helps me reach a second conclusion: 
the prison in the Nigerian context is not an instrument of reformation but 
rather an instrument of perpetual slavery and persecution employed by the 
privileged against the underprivileged. It is a dumping ground for police 
"suspects," it is a place to keep those people whom society has rendered 
worthless, and it is a place to incapacitate the poorest masses. This 
incapacitation is not only achieved through imprisonment, it is achieved 
through use of gunshots and chains under the pretence of interrogation: too 
many prisoners have been physically crippled through such brutalities. 

Nigerian prisons are also an instrument for silencing patriots who 
refuse to compromise for the social ills in this society. It is a place where 
innocent citizens are held captives to cover up the misdeeds of government. 
It is of no surprise to the majority of the people in this country that the 
"government" and their police "force" have not been able to crack down 
on any assassination cases in this country. So many protestors have been 
assassinated and not one case has been brought to "justice." The murder of 
Dele Giwa, editor of News Watch magazine, the assassination of the defunct 
National Democratic Coalition (NADECO) Chairman Pa Alfred Rewane, 
the recent killing of the Minister of Justice Chief Bola Ige, to mention but 
a few. 

The Nigerian prison is like an ugly monster created and bred by those 
in powerful positions to destabilize (physically and mentally) the youth and 
underprivileged of this nation. The penal system's work is ensuring that 
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this nation is left with a future too similar to its violent past. The Nigerian 
prison is a mirror of the Nigerian society, where cruelty, depravity, hunger, 
inequality, social injustice, and sheer wickedness is the order of the day. I 
have seen no clearer picture of mass inhumanity than that of the Nigerian 
prison environment, and I have been a soldier at war in several nations in 
my life. 

It is a fact that prisoners given sentences ranging from ten years to life in 
prison for Indian hemp (marijuana) related cases are still languishing behind 
bars; even though the laws that put them behind bars have been amended by 
the Nigerian "democratic" government as one of the implemented changes 
from military to civilian rule. Are such sentences not at variance with our 
present day constitution and law? Why are these people still in prison? It is 
a shame that innocent men charged with the murder of Pa Alfred Rewane 
are still in jail even after countless revelations and confessional statements 
by government agents confirm that the government itself is responsible for 
his death. It is even more disheartening to know that veteran soldiers, who 
served as Nigerian contingents under the ECOWASIO Monitoring Group 
ECOMOGll with various forms of physical disabilities as a result of gunshot 
and bomb blast wounds sustained while on peacekeeping missions in Liberia 
and Sierra Leone, are still languishing injail simply because they spoke out 
against the poor medical care they were receiving and the non-payment of 
their estacode (allowances). Some are still pending medical treatment and 
are in need of surgeries that they will most likely never receive. 

The cases I list here are but few among so many appalling ones I come 
across every day inside this prison. The typical Nigerian prison is a place 
where mortal beings are metamorphosed into lesser beings. Prisoners are 
stripped of the natural power of choice endowed upon humanity, they 
are shown hatred and violence. They are hunted by stigmatization both 
within and outside the prison. They begin to feel dejected and hopeless. 
After spending most of the productive years of one's life in prison, one is 

10 The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) was formed in 1975 
by several West African nations in order to strengthen the West African region's 
economic structures. 

II ECOMOG is an armed monitoring unit set up by ECOWAS in 1990 to implement 
peacekeeping missions in West African countries experiencing civil wars and violent 
internal conflicts. 
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sent back into society without any incentive or hope for the future: many 
have been physically maimed from torture. When they leave prison they 
become "savagely wicked and cruel" in the eyes of the Nigerian society. It 
is shocking that so many people know of the inhumanities and the cruelties 
that take place here yet are puzzled at the inability of ex-prisoners to become 
"better citizens" of this corrupt and lethal society. 

In light of all this, I find it necessary to re-enforce this capability: 
irrespective of the traumatic experiences both inside this Nigerian prison 
and outside within the harsh Nigerian society, there are those of us here who 
still continue to take back the power of choice - we choose the power to 
resist corruption and oppression, we surprisingly and unrepentantly choose 
to remain patriotic to the nation that has robbed us of our lives. There are 
some of us who still look forward to one day impacting positive changes 
upon our society. 

"And the moon's fine to look at when the sun isn't there." So says the tale 
of Shakespeare. At this crucial point in time, I wish to commend the efforts of 
the humanitarian minded people and the various human rights organizations 
nationwide; the non-governmental organizations, the religious bodies and 
of course the international communities for their awareness programs and 
immense contributions morally and financially toward the attainment of a 
just society and more so, for the level of love you have been able to give to 
those who feel dejected inside these prisons. Your networks have been our 
only source of love, hope, inspiration, and "moon" to look at when the sun 
is conspicuously absent. 

When I look at the good and wonderful handiwork of nature around 
me, the evergreen landscape of our geographical setting, the rich friendly 
and fertile soil and the brilliant men and women of great intelligence who 
live in this African nation, alongside the corrupt and selfish ones, I tend to 
have a dream and a vision of truth: one where inequality and perversion of 
truth will be replaced by equal rights and true justice; where the looting of 
Nigerian resources and government treasuries will be replaced by pride and 
nation-building; where old and egocentric political bigots will be replaced 
by young, dynamic, and invigorating leaders; where economic depression 
will be replaced by industrial revolution and above all, where hatred and 
political violence will be replaced by peace, serenity, and equal rights. 
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I think the only key to achieving these dreams lies in a revolutionizing of the 
entire social structure; in the re-focusing upon education and are-orientation 
of this nation's people through the use of intelligible and relevant African 
methods with a logic that can penetrate deeply into the fabric of Nigerians 
and break the shackles ofthis continued colonial slavery. 



My NIGERIAN PRISON EXPERIENCE 

Clever Akporherhe 

Clever Akporherhe wrote "My Nigerian Prison Experience" after being 
releasedfrom Kirikiri Medium Security Prison. These experiences describe 
his time as a convicted prisoner. Since then, Clever has been arrested by 
the Nigerian Police Force and is currently serving time in Kirikiri Medium 
Security Prison on "awaiting trial" holding charges. He has verbally 
communicated that prison living conditions experienced by awaiting trial 
prisoners are far worse than those he experienced as a convicted prisoner. 

I, Clever Akporherhe, stayed in Medium Security Prison for a period of 
one year and six months. On the day of my admission I became seriously 

sick. I complained to the officer or warden but I was told that I will be taken 
to the clinic on Monday. I arrived on Friday. In reality, I was never taken to 
the clinic. 

On arrival, I was taken to the ''welcome cell" meant for new inmates. 
There, the prison "INTERPOL" tortured us with whips and asked us to 
bend our heads while sitting on the floor. We were about 250 men, all new 
prisoners courtesy of "Operation Fire for Fire" [a police squad working 
the streets of Lagos]. We were locked up in a cell meant for 26 people. We 
sat like that for the most part of the day. At about 9:00 p.m., the General 
of the Prison with headphones and a walkie-talkie spoke to us and issued a 
warning that those of us with hidden money, whether in our anus, pockets, 
or anywhere else, should volunteer the money over to them immediately. 
Fear gripped me for the first time and I quickly dropped my N2,100 
(equivalent of $21 CDN), along with my Rapido wristwatch worth N2,500 
(the equivalent of $25 CDN). Upon release they gave me N300 (equivalent 
of $3 CDN) and I never saw the watch again. At the time, several other 
persons dropped various sums of money. Later, we were all searched again 
and asked to excrete - for them, this was to "make sure" that no one was 
hiding money inside their anus. 

The sleeping arrangements were terrible as we were lined up like sardines 
on the ground. We did not receive any food that day; they said that since 
we were "Alejos" - newcomers to prison - we were not entitled to eat 
yet. Inside the ''welcome'' cell, there was one big bucket of water for the 
250 prisoners who were squatting like sardines. They were calling us up 
two at a time and giving us one cup of water each, which we had to drink 
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immediately and return to our spot. If you asked for a second cup of water 
they gave you a whip instead. We were not allowed to go near the bucket 
of water or even ease ourselves at the lavatory. Inside the cell, if one of us 
needed to use the toilet, a big plate was given to him to piss in before the 
convicted prisoners who are made to supervise the ''welcome cell" poured it 
into the sink. This, they said, was meant to avoid making the sink smell bad, 
but in reality it was really meant to dehumanize their "new" prisoners. 

We were woken up very early the next day, around 5:00 a.m., and asked 
to pray. Before the end of prayer, the "morning baked beans" as they call 
them, were brought to us. Not more than 20 beans with dry garrP2 scattered 
on the top. We were not allowed to wash our hands before and after eating; 
no utensils were provided. Two hours later we were brought out and given 
cutlasses (machetes) to clear the area where a lot of human waste was 
buried and grass had overgrown. After the morning's back breaking labour 
we were taken back to the "welcome cell" without bathing. 

The warders and officials are not very friendly unless they feel they can 
get something from you. They are usually friendly if they know that ''your 
people"13 will be coming to visit you - they hope to get a piece of whatever 
your people bring for you. 

There was time while I was in prison that all the mango and fruit trees 
in the yard got chopped down due to the unavailability of firewood for 
cooking. The contractor supplying the wood had brought nothing. So, 
used tires and fresh wood was used to cook, and this took a long time to 
prepare the food for the 2400 prisoners of Kirikiri Medium Prison at the 
time. This is a prison built to accommodate 788 people. While the shortage 
of firewood was going on in the prison, they served dry garri twice a day 
- once in the afternoon and once in the evening for about three months, 
our food supply was getting smaller and smaller because they did not have 
a means of cooking for us. Even before this situation, a lot of the prisoners, 
especially the ATM (Awaiting Trial Males) were underfed and looked very 
undernourished. 

Before the shortage in firewood, the main food there was dry garri 
soaked in water from wells contaminated with larva: worms and insects 
can clearly be seen in the water with the naked eye. As for the health clinic 

12 A staple carbohydrate in Nigerian diet. 
13 Family or friends. 
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there is nothing to write home about. It's a mere dispensary unit: no doctors 
examine prisoners, all complaints are met with tablets (Pills) when they are 
available - this for prisoners who are fortunate enough to visit the clinic. 
Any prisoner that wants to go to the clinic must make it to prayers on time; 
any latecomers are denied medical help. Those prisoners that are fortunate 
enough to have visits from their families or friends and are fortunate enough 
to get medicine from them have this medicine seized by the prison officers at 
the gate. They confiscate it stating that the doctor did not prescribe it in the 
hospital, even though doctors rarely examine prisoners in the clinic. After 
confiscating the drugs, they never help you to go to the clinic for medical 
assistance. Only one person is taken from each cell for treatment each day: 
it doesn't matter how many people in that cell need medical attention. 

Daily reports of death from various cells frightened me and one day, I 
complained to the authorities about our living conditions. I was immediately 
taken to the solitary cells called "Angola." These are cells where prisoners 
are punished for one offence or the other. The cells are built for one person 
but they cram in about six or seven people. My survival was due to the 
Christian churches that come for fellowship and brought in food items. 

Most of the food meant for the prisoners' consumption is being carted 
away by the officers. Aside from that, the same warders who are supposed 
to "correct" us, in turn supply bunches of Indian hemp (marijuana) for 
prisoners who in turn sell the drugs to other prisoners on a retail basis. After 
being divided into "pinches" as they call it, a wrap of Indian hemp worth 
NIO in the free world could be sold for N60 inside. 

The conditions now are ones that don't provide clean drinking water, 
there is no good toilet system, no proper medical aid, overcrowding, and 
too much torture being done to prisoners by the warders. Even on Sundays, 
prisoners are asked to manually clear grass for labour. The conditions are 
dehumanizing and fatal. In view of the above mentioned facts, I appeal to 
the general public and to this audience to do something in view of those 
presently imprisoned in Nigeria. 



My STORY 

Chris Attor 

Chris AfJor wrote "My Story" and "A Tribute to Solidarity: My Oasis" while 
serving time in Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison in Lagos State, Nigeria. 
He was a member of the PRAWA program that works to build solidarity 
among prisoners. Chris continues to serve time on "awaiting trial" holding 
charges. 

On the 24th of April, 1994, I heard a knock on my office door. Before I 
could even say "come in," two men entered. One of them was my boss. 

I tried to read the expression on his face but it was blank, and I knew right 
away that I did not like the air around either his looks or the looks of the 
man standing next to him. That man was following closely behind my boss, 
not allowing any distance. Initially that did not have any meaning to me. 
My boss's voice echoed, "Mr. Chris, I don't know what it's all about. I just 
can't understand the message. This is a police officer and he would like to 
see you at the station. You better go with him for better explanation. I don't 
get mixed with such stuff, don't expect me around." Then he continued, 
"Constable, this is Mr. Chris, he stands a better chance of giving whatever 
explanation you need." With two strides, he was out of the office. 

The constable said politely, "Sir, your attention is needed at the station 
for a little briefing on a certain matter that requires your attention. You only 
need to come with your car, just to make things easier for the both of us. 
I promise to give you a helping hand where necessary. I am waiting." I 
had no prior experiences with police stations. Neither could I remember or 
think of anything in my life that would give them reason to want or need 
to speak with me. I raised my head to speak to the constable, but no words 
emerged. Like most people in Nigeria, I was terrified of the police. That 
fear is especially escalated amongst those of us who do not have massive 
monetary life savings. I allowed the policeman to drive my car ih order to 
enable myself the opportunity to regain my composure. He was parking the 
car in a parking lot I had never seen before. I looked at the inscription on 
the wall of the building: it was bold enough to convince a fool. "Barbeach 
Police Station." The words I wanted to say were no longer available or 
necessary. I had entered their turf. I swallowed my words and without even 
a gesture followed him inside. 

Four men were called out from the police cell. We were arranged in a 
single row before the station officer. I recognized one of the men as the man 
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who sold me my car. Mr. Segim Oladokim. He was my neighbour about 
two years ago. I lived in a building that had four flats [apartments]. The 
man who sold me the car was occupying the two flats upstairs, while the 
two flats downstairs were occupied by my work colleague Mr. Ademola, 
Mr. Williams, and myself. Mr. Segim Oladokim had five cars in our parking 
lot, amongst which he placed one "for sale." We agreed on the price and 
documents were handed over to me after settlement. Two days later, Mr. 
Segim Oladokim himself brought certified papers on "change of ownership" 
and handed them to me. All the while, I had nothing on my mind, no doubts 
about the legitimacy of this sale - it did not occur to me to raise any 
suspicion. He was a good man, managing a big business but at the time, I 
never knew his "secret." It dawned on me as these men confessed that the 
car that Mr. Oladokim sold to me was not only stolen but sold to me under 
the pretence of doctored documents. The car was connected to a criminal 
case investigation in Alagbon, Lagos State, for "robbery and murder." After 
being tortured for some time, the men had confessed to this robbery. 

I spent two weeks in the police cell, unaware that these were days of grace 
given to me to find whatever "settlement" [monetary] as per negotiations for 
a job well done by the police. It was unfortunate I could not understand the 
smallest signals and secrets of this procedure and affairs in which I found 
myself. It was not my intention to be so stupid; my level of understanding 
at the time had no reference to the way the criminal justice system was 
run in this country. I got to know about it at court, a tip offered to me by 
one of the police officers (that if I had found "settlement" for the police 
officers, I would not be on my way to jail), but at that point, it was too late. 
NaIvely, I was expecting release, believing that my role in their murder and 
robbery case had been cleared before the police through the "confessions" 
made by the robbers, leaving me with little or no statement to make: their 
"confessions" had, as far as I knew, answered all their questions. If wishes 
were horses, I would have collected an "award," for innocence. I never 
knew then that my journey was just about to begin. 

On May 8th, 1994, I was taken to court. That morning the police officer 
in charge of "my case" called on me and said, "My hands are tied, the case 
is the sensitive type. 14 I have to charge and take you to court to defend your 

14 "Sensitive" in Nigeria because armed robbery is the worst crime a person could 
commit or be accused of committing in Nigeria. Armed robbers are viewed as one of 
the most immediate and lethal problems in the country. 
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case. You better make necessary preparations for your bail. We shall be at 
the court in the shortest time moment." I was brightened, believing the case 
was over. I was ready to "pay" the police constable some money, to show 
my appreciation; he had refused to accept any money from my wife. I did 
not know then that the offer made by my wife was too small and that he 
considered it an insult to his person; thus, he had already decided to "deal 
with me." He never knew I was poor. He had concluded from the size of 
my office and from his personal scale of assessments given my standard of 
appearance that I was not. How I wish I was as big as that empty office, and 
as powerful as the wrong conceptions that led to my misfortune. 

The story changed in court. I heard the judge saying "that you Mr. Chris 
Affor on the 17th of May, 'robbed' one Mr. Anerson Ebere of Mob Odade 
Street, Agege Lagos, a 505 Peugeot Saloon car valued at 'five hundred 
thousand naira.' You are hereby to be remanded at Kirikiri Medium Prison 
without bail under section ... of the Constitution of Federal Republic of 
Nigeria awaiting Dpp15 advice." This essentially meant that I would be sent 
to prison on a "holding charge" to await trial, and I would wait until the DPP 
brought me to court for trial. I turned to look for the policeman who once 
promised to give me a helping hand if necessary. He was nowhere to be 
found. I have no words to describe the type of rings [handcuffs] they hooked 
upon my hands and legs. The weight alone is enough to frustrate a beast. 

In my head, I could not understand what was going on. What shall I 
say to my people? Will they hear that their son is now a "robber?" The 
stigma associated to that in Nigeria is too much to carry. Who shall I call 
for explanations? Who will listen to my voice? Is it possible to believe me, 
instead of the police and the judge? Who is the liar, the police, or the judge, 
or the man found with the robbed car? Possibly, they will know the truth 
later. Who will convince them? The police? Who will solicit on my behalf? 
Will they believe him? I must be a dreamer if I believe I could easily be 
vindicated. The evidence appears so obvious in this court of law, but no 
one is ready to decode the real facts. How I wish the ground could have 
opened and swallowed me up just to satisfy the Negritude of my desire for a 
hiding place, even the world was too small to contain me. I was absolutely 
devastated. Incredible: My job? My wife and kids? All gone? Is there a 
God in heaven? Why should He fail to intervene in this case? Possibly He 

15 Department of Public Prosecution. 
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is not aware. But He knows all things. Why must my case escape His eyes? 
Possibly it is my fault. But what is the fault. Wonderful: Too many questions 
- not a single answer. 

From that moment on, nothing else seems to stay in my memory for long. 
I noticed it was drizzling outside; after that, my memory was absolutely 
blank. The only thing I could recollect was when I was guided by two strong 
hands through a mighty gate made with some rugged type of iron, part of 
which was used to construct the railway. I heard myself answering certain 
questions absentmindedly that I later found out to be correct answers. The 
police here seemed to have forgotten how to smile. Staring as if they have 
nowhere to go, and they seem to have also forgotten what it means to be 
decent in appearance. The world immediately began to feel very different, 
where too many things occur that are absolutely unnecessary. 

My wife immediately arranged for a lawyer. She received assistance 
from the policeman in charge of my case, the same man who arrested 
me and promised to help me, also the same man who promised to release 
me from prison within a month after I had been awaiting trial in prison. 
According to that police officer and the new lawyer he helped us find, my 
robbery charge was pending and a "holding conviction" by the judge made 
it possible for them to keep me in prison as long as need be. That holding 
"conviction" I am told was later delivered as unconstitutional by the Court 
of Appeal. The lawyer was paid and hopes for release were high. To cut a 
very long story short, we found out that the lawyer was a duper, conspiring 
with the police to extract money from people in prison, abandoning cases 
early and claiming he had been ''trying his best," eventually forcing people 
to either pay him more money or to begin looking for another lawyer out 
of frustration. He abandoned my case after it went through the Court of 
Appeal, thus my release proceedings were left without representation. I ran 
out of money, so the only option I had was to begin looking for another 
lawyer after my wife gathered up more funds. 

The second lawyer we hired could not produce results because he did not 
possess a passing idea on the series of protocols and procedures made in a 
holding charge in the Nigerian Judiciary, despite the fact that it was deemed 
unconstitutional by the "Appeal Court." He was what we call "a baby lawyer": 
we knew him to be a lawyer, but came to learn quickly that lawyers have 
credentials as regards to the type of cases they could handle as individuals. 
He was not a criminal lawyer, and did not disclose this information at the 
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point of consultation. I know now that he is a divorce lawyer and never 
knew how to produce results in criminal justice proceedings. At this point, I 
had spent three years in prison, still believing stories from lawyers and their 
words of assurance and reassurance, all to no avail. I eventually understood 
that I needed to find a different path. 

My wife and I decided to consult a Nigerian "human rights activist" as 
a result of our lack of funds. His response to our lack of money was "good
bye." To cut that long story short as well, the DPP had not "looked" at my 
case for eight years. The Judge refused to make any efforts on my case 
claiming it is illegal for him to interfere with the activities of the DPP even 
though they had failed to perform their "duty" for eight years. It is illegal to 
interfere in the activities of the DPP, even as a Judge, after eight years, as a 
matter of protocol? But the same protocol failed to recognize as illegal, my 
detention without trial. Who is to blame: the man in detention or the chains 
of judicial impropriety? Who is to bear the brunt of this inactivity occurring 
with the blessings of government protocol? 

A detailed look into the behaviours of the Nigerian Criminal Justice 
System and the things that occur within it can bring to light incredibly ironic 
occurrences. Right now, I have been in prison for ten years without trial. We 
have "visiting judges" who come inside prison to listen to the complaints of 
prisoners, especially those awaiting trial for ten years or more. This exercise 
is performed four times a year and includes official visits by Chief Judges 
for the State. They come inside prison, promise to look into the "affairs of 
the awaiting trial inmates," once in a while, they release a few people and 
then they leave. Too many of us have been awaiting trial for more than ten 
years, too many of us continue to wait for a trial or for a judge to have mercy 
during a visit and let us go. 

We have come to learn that the presence of these judges is only one 
amongst a series of government protocols. It has nothing to do with release. 
Can you image "Judges" inside these prison yards, parading themselves 
around in the presence of absolute injustice? And not seeing the irony of 
their actions because they are so wrapped up in the name of government 
protocol? They claim to "sympathize" with prisoners weeping for want of 
justice and suffering from illegal detentions signed by those same judges. 
How can they reconcile my situation and sympathize with me, where my 
detention warrant has been declared unconstitutional? Is the judiciary 
divided? Do they not communicate with each other? Where is the supremacy 
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of the Appeal Court over lower courts? Why does the penal hierarchy only 
enforce itself inside prison while failing to keep its police officers from 
brutal behaviours and its courts from imposing unjust sanction? 

I believe the low courts, the high court, the Appeal Court, and the 
Supreme Court are all under the same judiciary. What brought about the 
differences in their applications of the law? If "Judges" could be helpless in 
the presence of absolute injustice, then what chance do I, a prisoner, have in 
ever getting out of this prison? 

I strongly believe that if the judges wanted to access authority to redeem 
the filthy judicial situation and its misuse of the prison system, they would 
know precisely how to obtain such power. They say that their hands are tied, 
and they say that in the presence of prisoners who are in prison awaiting 
trial? Whose hands are tied? Besides, if the hands of judges are tied, while 
still sitting in the seat of judgement, while being endowed with the power to 
interpret and apply the law, then, is the law itself is tied? Who shall restore 
justice? 

It is important that the actions of these judicial powers be brought to 
light before one could determine measures to restore authority and re
instate absolute independence worthy of a constituted judiciary of a nation. 
And this "investigation" needs to occur before international penal reformers 
come in here to "help" us build a more efficient justice system. Does a more 
efficient justice system give judges more power? How do we trust them, 
in light of how they have misused their power already, to not implement a 
more brutal system? It is irrelevant to talk about the existing incremental 
impropriety, because when things have fallen apart this badly, the centre can 
do nothing to restore and hold things together. Little wonders come forth 
when one sees the "Appeal Court" declaring certain rules unconstitutional, 
while the high court and the lower court, the police and the prisons continue 
to implement a "holding charge." My "Learned Friends," where is your 
knowledge? And Nigeria, we hail thee! 
, I do not know when I have ever been as extensively discouraged or 

depressed with despair as I have been with my close and intimate experiences 
with the failures of justice in this country. It is frustrating to meet up with 
the predators' objective and the perpetrators' mandate. Prison has no 
particular agenda for implementing anything good. It is meant for dumping 
and wasting of natural potentials and human resources purposefully built to 
deprive the poor the right of "real success," and in fear of possible future 
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rivals for power in society: prison retains that social structural mantle of 
authority and kingship that allows for a very limited and predetermined 
number of heads to wear the crown. 

This system does not have an agenda for reformation or rehabilitation. 
It is a system of practical exploitations and subjugation to nothingness 
through constant pressure. The threat under law has a dedicated hidden 
agenda and purpose and that is to subdue the poor by reducing them to a 
state of irresponsibility and slavery. As prisoners fight for their rights and 
demand vehemently for their needs, those who wear the crown continue to 
ignore us. 

The public has become too willing to accept as true anything the people 
in authority claim to be true. What they do not know in detail is that prison 
life is dreadful with a stigma that could frighten a lion. Nothing is normal 
here. Nothing makes sense. What a confused world. The meals are tasteless. 
The food is constantly undercooked and permanently cold, portions seem 
to have a way of reducing themselves constantly. We don't eat food, rather 
we swallow food, like pills with our eyes closed. We have no choice, it 
is our only source of survival. We eat what we hate and enjoy what we 
dislike all in the name of survival. If I had been a criminal, all this may 

have been a reminder of the magnitude of my actions. My situation, along 
with thousands of awaiting trial prisoners is "unique." We have come to 
see how this system is deliberately cruel and openly oppressive. How can I 
live without past reflection? How can I not think that this raw distribution 
of injustice could be deadly harmful if the raw desire for vengeance is not 
properly checked? How can I, or anyone for that matter, begin to look for 
rehabilitation within the realm of a revenge-based system? 

Criminal Justice in Nigeria is not concerned with guilt or innocence. In 
this system, the police are experts at "getting confessions" out of individuals 
and continue to do so to improve their own careers as efficient officers. 
Receiving injustice from the seat of justice, from discredited social and 
justice systems, is not only corrupt but has left too many citizens in this 
African motherland in colonial prisons. We are here through the measures 
of that same constitution that is meant to protect us. It is also the same 
constitution that legalized colonization and the slave trade. How does a 
"constitution" based system relate to Africa? It never has and most likely 
never will have our best interests in mind. 
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I long to see the day when the law shall avenge the poor, and bring justice 
upon the ruling class that has for too long subdued and subjugated the less 
privileged to a state of social, economic, and psychological breakdown. 
Their political ambitions are not rivalled by the lower class, and never will 
be as long as they continue throwing us into prison with the help of the 
claws of their law and their justice institutions. 

If you go around the prison, a little personal survey will tell you that 
the man you see is either a poor man or the son of a poor man. The rich 
and wealthy are not here. All the so-called "accused" rich people we see 
in the media who have been arrested for fraud and brutality have rarely 
been seen inside Nigeria's prisons. The law has a way out for them. It is 
a selective distribution of justice, always in favour of certain classes of 
people: "Corporate criminals" with "Corporate immunity" by "Corporate 
law" for the "Corporate class." 

An illustration of the things I am trying to express about Nigeria today 
can be found in the Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison in Lagos State, the 
number one prison in Nigeria, they say. As of today, despite a series of 
celebrated criminal cases in the media, and despite the newspaper headlines 
reporting fraud, duping, drug dealings, and political, economic corruptions, 
this maximum security prison holds six "political" detainees from the 
Abacha era for human rights violations. Where are the others? They say in 
theory that "nobody is above the law." They also say that there is "equality 
before the law." But practical justice continues to exonerate the rich. And if 
the "low courts" fail to keep the rich out of prison, the "high court" is able 
to exert its power and release them. If the "high court" delays a rich man's 
grant of freedom, the Court of Appeal will restore that freedom almost 
immediately, without preambles or delays. Before you could finish saying, 
"where is the man" he will be back in his luxurious family home feasting 
on fresh fish pepper soup. Their cases are often discharged and acquitted for 
"want of substantial evidence" and "lack of proof." Justice in this country is 
for Just Us - just the poor in prison and just the rich accessing the power 
of higher courts. This system values money over human life and dignity, 
exonerating corporate criminals and condemning powerless individuals to 
years of jail time. 

The solution to this problem of discredited justice system is still far from 
being defined let alone resolved. Do we now sit back and rely on the corporate 
and politically powerful class to reform their own justice system? They 
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know that the imbalance of power is improperly exploitative. A pessimist 
on human nature, a privileged person who is not vulnerable to justice might 
think prisons give the government power to curtail crime and make their 
society safer. I agree, it makes their society safer by safeguarding a small 
rich population, keeping just that population less vulnerable to competition 
for power. In order to remain "safe" they must continue to subjugate the 
poor into a perpetual state of slavery. 

The irony for me is that all these conditions come with "civilization." 
The same system that was brought to us by "civilized" British colonialists 
represents one of the more brutal aspects of life in Nigeria. I still wonder 
how long I will be held behind these walls. I still wonder about my future. 
I wonder what this system is really doing and where it is all going. And 
sometimes I find myself wondering more about what this system is 
maintaining and why. 



A TRIBUTE TO SOLIDARITY: My OASIS 
Chris Attor 

I t is unfortunate that I am not gifted with better use of words, expressive 
enough to describe the depth of my gratitude. I would have started to write 

a "Heart-felt Appreciation" long overdue, which placed "Golden Tears" on 
my face even at a dreadful point of emotional and psychological break
down, eaten up by emptiness and pessimistic despair, attracting insanity and 
suicide. There came a turning point - The PRA WA Circ1e16 - introducing 
prisoners to calculated, shifted, and refined reconciliation, social reformative 
measures, aimed towards diluting tension, anger, depression, and raw desire 
for vengeance. We prisoners, together, have learned to survive as one. Words 
do not come close to describing how happy I personally feel, as well as 
many others, who recognize and respect the graced and seasoned presence 
of solidarity. So prompt, as if it is divinely destined to comfort dejected 
souls like "Cold Water" on a thirsty tongue and encouraging like "Good 
News" about home from a distant land. 

Prisoners are the "rejected people," abandoned by society and ignored 
by the world as a whole. Social discomfort with "the unknown" leaves 
those "tagged" as prisoners to become a representation of deadly character 
descriptions, meant for beasts. As a prisoner in Nigeria, I feel enslaved by 
events and life circumstances, so unfavourable that humiliation and dejection 
are evident enough to form liquids appearing as sweat on squeezed faces 
like those of the Caihdihh Ancestral Shrines. Those of us who are young, 
with breathtaking stress and agony produce uneven beards resembling an 
old brush, much like those found in the Egyptian museum, serving as a 
souvenir in memory of an African Empire that once reigned God knows 
when. 

It is not possible to interpret this experience through words or facts, 
for when one is not free, true expression of the self and of experiences 

16 The PRAWA Circle is a program Viviane Saleh-Hanna implemented in several 
Nigerian prisons to enhance solidarity amongst prisoners and aid in building survival 
tactics for those serving time in Nigeria. In addition to community building, the 
program allowed prisoners to identify their own needs and work towards helping 
each other meet them. In Kirikiri Medium Security Prison, prisoners suggested 
the implementation of a literacy component to the program; as a result, prisoners 
who had literary skills began to teach others who did not. In the Maximum Security 
prison, literacy was not a concern; community building was considered to be the main 
priority; thus, their Circle program consisted of discussions and debriefing sessions. 
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is tantamount to crossing an ocean in your own room. Those who have 
travelled along this particular road can better tell the story, for my life has 
left a mark on my palm, a constant reminder and unconditional reflection of 
the bitter past of cultural unbalancing and adjustment while still maintaining 
hopes for days of plenty. I must not fail to confess that solidarity in here has 
altered my life for the better, giving me a restoration of identity, dignity, 
and self-esteem. Having been emotionally, physically, and psychologically 
discredited by the judiciary, the consequences of my imprisonment are a 
result of a misappropriated criminal justice victimization and subsequent 
judicial impropriety through raw and deliberate selective distributionl7 and 
an uneven application of justice under the rich colours of the law. 

In light of oppression, solidarity amongst prisoners and those from the 
"outside world" who work with us allows strength to deal with the negative 
public sentiment in regards to prisoners. I continue to believe that something 
good could come out of all this. The sad reality is that in here, there is an 
overabundance of fertile minds, vision-oriented and talented people hidden 
behind the bars, covered with a deadly stigma that could frighten a lion. We 
are unduly isolated by reason of misguided "unknowns" with maximum, 
derogatory, deadly security measures meant to put our credibility as human 
beings into question. 

Who shall you believe? The convicted and disreputed fellow with more 
than substantial evidence to attract a position behind bars, or a respected 
public servant with a standing reputation in the court of the law? It is not 
simple. We refuse to let you believe that it is simple. This is a puzzle that 
requires a considerable degree of close scrutiny to decode. There is one 
standing assurance: our longevity must speak for our survival in moments 
of severe deprivation, degradation, and subsequent scenarios. It is incredible 
that solidarity could accomplish something real inside the walls, bringing 
support to prisoners to survive psychologically, physically, socially, and 
emotionally, constantly giving prisoners new energy to keep fighting back 
in the war for power and control. Just in recognizing our present state 
as pawns in the hands of our criminal justice predators, we gain power. 
Always less than satisfied with the "Barter Criminal Justice System" (the 
perpetrators' choice), we remain aware. 

17 With the distribution of "justice" favouring the poor while allowing the rich to 
prosper. 
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True solidarity inside prison is something more than "a friend in 
search of friends in life's wilderness in this circumstantial psychological 
desert." It is an epitome of stability on refined, sifted social, moral, and 
psychological rebuilding efforts with every intention and enthusiasm to 
dilute the contemporary penal inferno that is dedicated to the ruling class, 
the political predators: those few individuals who have privatized the seat 
of power, representing their interests while misrepresenting the poor and the 
decency of all people regardless of their social position. 

In the end, heartfelt smiles from prisoners inside these dungeons go a . 
long way in repairing deadly emotional and psychological damage inflicted 
by punitive people and systems. In here, lingering at the comer of life's 
destitution, living right in the heart of life's wilderness, we are dedicatedly 
enthusiastic to put smiles and optimistic tendencies on the faces of poor and 
helpless victims of this unreformable system. 

Solidarity between prisoners gives a sincere candour that makes me feel 
like a human being in the midst of my life's wilderness. Solidarity between 
prisoners and members of our human rights community is proof that walls 
cannot distance us from society for long, and every time community 
members sit with us, every time they do not distance themselves from us, 
every time they fail to show signs of distaste or disgust in our presence, 
every time they are comfortable in our company, so lively that they seem to 
have forgotten that we are prisoners, we are reminded that we continue to 
be human beings. 

Solidarity does not allow us to feel like lesser people. In a prison yard, 
inside the grasp of the law, meant to humiliate the less privileged, we look 
upon solidarity with community human rights activists as the closest thing 
we have to brothers and sisters. Solidarity gives us a certain degree of 
confirmation, reminders of our humanity, touching our spirits. It is special, 
and now, deeply engrained in my heart. 

My Oasis comes through my recognition of the humanity around me. No 
matter how the prison works to dehumanize us, when I look at the people 
in prison with me, I experience humanity. As we sit inside this prison 
yard, hungry, but in discussion with each other, sharing and discussing 
knowledge, we find ourselves instilling a great and versatile presence of 
mind, defining success and getting a sense of accomplishment through 
helping each other. Presenting each other with the fact that knowledge is 
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power and realizing that power cannot be circumvented by circumstantial 
disasters and tribulations, we learn that the light of knowledge knows no 
failure. I begin to see something close to a genuine idea and achieve great 
triumphs in that. Life is a stormy career from creation until death, but 
the gift of unconditional planting is the mother of unconditional harvest. 
Solidarity inside this prison is the "unconditional planting" of life. The 
universal human heart is vulnerable to its neighbours, with a due sense 
of belonging and oneness in unity displayed in times of despair, which by 
reason of knowledge attracts the perceiving and discerning presence of 
one's blessings burned into the hearts of our life events. 

Whatever we have done as people becomes our identity and becomes 
instituted as a perpetual reference for recognition - positively or negatively. 
The fact remains that it is human to respect people from whom we could gain 
something real. The giver in us is to be honoured for the wonderful identity 
of giving. The recognition of this giver brings a happiness that cannot ever 
be wholly reciprocated at the other end of receiving spectrum. 

How I wish I was gifted with better use of words to express more, to decode 
my experiences and the power I have seen in solidarity. For now, I continue 
to refuse to be broken to submission emotionally and psychologically. I am 
covered by this Oasis and have found immunity. 

My Power: they have tried to subdue the poor in this country to a breaking 
point whereby there will be no future available for us. They are wasting the 
natural potentials and resources of my nation, and I along with the others 
who are less privileged cannot see the light in our Ijves underneath the walls 
of this unjustified criminal justice system. It does not have a legal agenda, 
the purpose is practical exploitation and subjugating submission through 
constant pressure and threat under the colors of their law. With this dedicated 
agenda against the poor, the criminal justice system is purposefully aimed at 
reducing people to a confused social, emotional, and psychological state. 

The law is supposed to uphold, maximize, and update the interpretation 
of justice with constant awareness of every dark spot in society that 
requires light. That light does not find the poor in this nation; the law is an 
extraordinary instrument, deliberating in injustice and practical corruption. 
The judge's gavel has been sold for a cut of the "national cake." The truth is 
now for sale with a price tag that only the wealthy can afford. You need to 
be a millionaire to contend for your rights in a country where no one cares. 
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The "fundamental human rights" of people who do not have money has 
been buried and forgotten. We see rules and regulations and constitutional 
rights on posters, displayed on walls in police stations, prisons, government 
houses, and street light poles, paid for by foreign funders in another 
"awareness raising" campaign. Some of these "fundamental human rights" 
are pasted on the walls in several police stations I sat in. Those posters read: 
(1) Bail is free, (2) do not give or collect bribes, and (3) the police is your 
friend. All that took place in those police stations underneath such signs 
contradicted these messages. 

It is painful that despite all these "posters" and "campaigns" that the 
Nigerian police, judiciary, and prison systems could keep a suspect in 
prison for ten years without trial and no means of earning bail. In the name 
of a "holding charge," even after the court of appeal has declared such a 
"holding charge" repealed and subsequent detention as "unconstitutional," 
we continue to sit behind prison walls. 

If some of us succeed in raising our heads above these waters of injustice, 
and finding a way to leave this prison yard, after all the years our families 
and friends (those of us who have them) spend raising fortunes to get us 
out, there is no compensation for wrongful imprisonment, for years lost in 
prison without trial. At the hands of the police, prosecutors, lawyers, and the 
judges in question lay our unfortunate fortunes. 

I feel a sense of satisfaction in knowing that my truth has been told. 
My power lies in speaking out: while the "constitutional" justice system is 
credited permanently to the rich and the wealthy in society, the poor remain 
voiceless because they have nothing to "offer." I know I have something to 
offer. My experiences speak volumes about the nature of the law and how it 
functions to oppress the underprivileged. 

Is it true that I am a Nigerian but at times, I find myself daydreaming 
about reasons to doubt my citizenship. If I am a Nigerian, or citizen of 
any nation, where is my access to "fundamental human rights" as accorded 
to me through my citizenship, and not according to my experiences with 
the application of ''justice'' in my life? I feel like I belong to no country 
in particular. I think prisoners all over the world must feel this. If we did 
belong to a nation, we would have had an Embassy to turn to for help - a 
source outside the system that could properly represent our best interests. 
If I was a true citizen of this nation, I would not have been ''used'' to 
implement colonial injustice. My citizenship has nothing to offer me. I 
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have been used in this "African" experiment with "constituted and colonial 
justice," subjected to their "tailor made rules" that have been abused by a 
series of "according to taste" type of constitutions, meant to subjugate the 
poor and the less privileged to total submission while fulfilling some kind 
of established "unconditional pledge for national loyalty." 



Greetings, 

14TH JUNE, 2003 
by Mr. /gho Odibo 

I am Mr. Igho Odibo, 42 years of age, and am currently held in Kirikiri 
Maximum Security Prison in Lagos, Nigeria. I was a student in Gennany, 
studying computer assembly, before I contracted HIV/AIDS and was 
deported back to Nigeria in 1998. I was handed over to the Nigerian Federal 
Government for medical treatment, but they did not provide any. I have 
started to battle with the Federal Government along with battling my illness. 
I am currently in prison where there is no medical treatment available to 
me at all. It's only some non-governmental organizations and human rights 
agencies that once in a while give me assistance and care for me. I have 
become a Christian in prison and have handed all hope over to Christ. I 
am currently in prison for an alleged robbery offence, but have yet to face 
trial. In Nigeria, if you don't have money, you cannot come out of prison, 
sometimes for life. I have nobody coming to see me and nobody to take care 
of me, it's only Christ Jesus. 

Mr. Igho Odibo 
Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison 
Lagos State, Nigeria 
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THE SYSTEM I HAVE COME TO KNOW 
Sylvester Monday Anagaba 

1810612003 

Sylvester Monday Anagaba wrote "The System I Have Come to Know" and 
"Man s Inhumanity to Man" while serving time on "awaiting trial" holding 
charges in Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison in Lagos State, Nigeria. 

! was arrested on the 17th of April 1992. I was taken to the Lagos State Police 
Command in Ikeja where I was hung like a monkey from the ceiling, with 

my hands holding up the rest of my body. This was done to me twice for 
long periods of time in one night, all in the name of "investigation." The 
second time they strung me up to the ceiling, I passed out, only to wake 
up the next morning with my hands and legs paralyzed from the hanging 
and my whole body covered with bruises and blood. I was ordered at gun 
point to sign a statement. I do not know who wrote it, or what it entailed. 
I refused but was hit with a police baton. My LP.O. (investigating police 
officer) Sergeant Otein was the man beating me, he even threatened to kill 
me if I refused to sign the statement. I did sign it later. That same day the 
leader of the team of men (police) handling my case came into our cell 
(there were many of us in one cell that night). They chose thirty people and 
sent them out to be killed by the O.C.S.A.R.S. (Officer in Charge of Special 
Anti Robbery Squad) in the Lagos State Police Branch. Since they believed 
I was innocent, they told me that they did not want to kill me, but at the 
same time, could not release me "free of charge" as bail is not free in their 
police station. They asked me to contact my family and to ask them to bring 
forty thousand naira (approximately $400 Canadian dollars) for bail. I did 
contact my family and they did manage to collect the money, and my family 
did pay the "king" of the other policemen in that station. 

On April 21"t, 1994 very early in the morning I was taken to court by 
my LP.O. Sergeant Otein. When I tried to enquire from him why I was not 
being released, he told me that I gave the money to his superior. I should 
have given him the money because his boss had "ate the lion share of that 
money"; for that reason, I will suffer more than Job (the biblical figure). 
At court, they charged me with robbing a necklace from a woman. I have 
been remanded, by the magistrate, to Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison on 
a holding charge. 
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I was taken to Area F police station at Ikeja on court order because I 
raised my hand at the court to demand my adjournment. At Area F police 
station I was put inside cells with hardened armed robbers. It was like hell 
because I have never in my life had cause to be behind a police counter. I 
was pushed into a cell that afternoon. The police had informed the suspects 
inside that cell that that I had refused to give them money. I was mocked 
by the other prisoners and told what the future had in store for me. I was 
eventually able to make an impression upon the hearts of that hungry mob, 

and we had a conversation. They had been deprived of their freedom, most 
for years ranging from one year to four years. They had been in police 
custody, warehoused inside police cells the whole time. I spent five months 
and two weeks in that police cell. I paid ten thousand naira to be taken to 
court on September 20th, 1994. That was my ticket out ofthe police cell and 
into Maximum Security Prison in Kirikiri. I have been here on a "holding 
charge" awaiting trial ever since. 

At the "reception" of this penal institute, which the guards on duty call 
"country no vex,"18 everybody registered under his family name. After 
the exercise of recording our identity was complete, we were taken to the 
"solitary blocks." We were put in cells, eight of us in an eight by ten foot 
cell. It stunk like hell, the odour was so overwhelming, five of us vomited 
immediately upon entering. It was like entering a hole that was a natural 
extension of hell. In the cell there were no mattresses, there was no toilet, 
no means of getting water, the floors were littered with cigarette butts, ash, 
and spider webs covered with dust and sweat from the prisoners who had 
used the cell before we arrived. The place was hot, there was no ventilation 
except the door that was laden with crossed iron bars. Worst of all, there was 
no light and we had no food. The guard claimed our number is not included 
in the ration for that day. They took all the money any of us had, and made 
it clear to us that ownership of money is not allowed in prison. 

The next day we were put in blocks. 19 The sight of my roommates 
was sickening. I remember one man in particular who was not dead, but 
decaying. Scabs covered many people, from head to toe, some even had 
scabs on their palms. My block was another eight by ten foot, but this time 

18 Country don't get angry. 
19 Small halls filled with people. 
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we were fifteen in number. Now I knew why the first cell was called the 
"solitary cell." 

That night my journey in exile in this country began. I couldn't sleep as 
we were packed in like sardines. At a point, we were awoken and told that 
we will be taking turns to sleep since there wasn't enough room for us all to 
lie down on the floor. When five people are asleep, five will mount sentry 
while the remaining five will sit down. At about two in the morning, I was 
still standing when one of my new friends, Mr. Felix Okoedion, fell over. 
All efforts to revive him were fruitless. We shouted for the guards to come 
and they asked us to "handle the situation" until daybreak. Felix finally 
gave up at 3:00 a.m. We rang the iron door with our feeding pans but to no 
avail. The next morning we were beaten with batons, gang chained with 
shackles, and taken to solitary confinement, where we spent three months 
without questions, without medical care and we were given half the measly 
ration of the miserable food they give the rest of the prisoners. These are 
just some of the experiences I have had with the penal system in Nigeria; 
they are the ones that come to mind when I reflect upon my time here. It has 
been difficult. 



MAN'S INHUMANITY TO MAN 

Sylvester Monday Anagaba 

Game hunting is a jungle sport, but in this inside world known as 
Maximum Security prison, men are still being hunted like game. It 

is a cruel, dehumanizing mechanism they call rehabilitation. It is a system 
that is nothing more than a refined method of slavery - all the ethics of 
enslavement are still very much alive with us mostly in the blood of the 
colonial slave drivers known as wardens or prison guards. 

I have been in this prison for nine years now, but something that I cannot 
forget until they put me inside a grave, took place on May 20th, 1995. On 
that faithful day there was a slaughter like I have never experienced before 
or read about. Forty-three men were murdered, that is, they were executed 
while on death row and their executions were meant to appease the then 
military governor of Lagos State, Colonel Oyinlola. He ordered the killing 
of men who by legal rights still had their appeals or the rest of their trials 
to go through. They were killed in cold blood by the blood thirsty men who 
rule the affairs or dictate the events inside this prison and the society this 
prison functions in. On that faithful day, though faithless to many who had 
never nursed the idea of meeting their end that day, the yard was peculiarly 
cool and deserted. Even the officer in charge of morning feeding, the checker 
who confirmed prisoner numbers each day, never performed these routine 
activities. It was not a usual morning. At about 9:00 a.m. there was sounds 
of chains as if a gang of slaves were been led from one section of the yard 
to the other to be taken out for execution.20 They started firing at 10:00 a.m. 
and by 1 :00 p.m. there was a break as a quarrel erupted between the state 
governor and some radical lawyers who were protesting the death of their 
clients, people whose cases were pending in the Appeal Court. Surprisingly, 
at one-thirty in the afternoon they continued their slaughter and by four 
o'clock that afternoon they had killed forty-three men. The prison yard 
became a mortuary that day; it is an experience I can never forget. The next 
day we saw thick blood on cloths and watched human meat being chopped 
off bullets from the executed men. 

20 Outside the walls of Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison, there is a wall of metal 
barrels between the wall and a long line of poles that have been dug into the ground. 
This is the shooting range set aside for executions of the death penalty. While the 
barrels prevent most bullets from hitting the prison wall, the sounds of death echo 
throughout the prison yard while the executions are taking place. 
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Years later, on May 5th, 2003, my lawyer filed a suit at the federal high 
court on fundamental human right challenges, asking the court if they 
intend for me to perpetually remain in prison. All attempts or efforts to 
secure freedom had been thwarted by that court for so many years. In most 
cases, the Nigerian court uses long adjournments and bureaucratic jargon to 
frustrate those lawyers who actually try to help prisoners. But I must keep 
persevering, I cannot languish in this place. Lately, I have once again filed a 
third motion at the Ikeja high court, asking for information on the standing 
status of my case, only to learn once again that the directorate of public 
prosecution (DPP), the police, and the court have yet to locate a case file for 
me. They do not even have a charge sheet, and worst of all, my name did not 
appear in the computer in the Ministry of Justice. The judge ruled that since 
she does not know what they are charging me with, she cannot give me bail. 
When I read that judgement, I became physically ill. 

The warders [prison guards] here don't want us to leave. It is clear in 
their actions and their attitudes. They cannot help us, and when we try to 
help ourselves, they try their best to frustrate us. There are minimal prisoner 
welfare facilities. Most help comes from Nigerian non-governmental human 
rights organizations. Some provide us written materials but few provide 
medical care, which is most needed since so many prisoners are sick and the 
few who manage to go to the prison hospital seldom get checkups, and are 
too often told that there is no medication available either way. If medication 
is available, they ask us to buy it from them. Those who cannot afford it, 
die. The Federal government does supply some medication for prisoners but 
too often prison guards take it home, for personal use or for resale as their 
"Christmas Bonus." This year (2002) so far, eight people have died in the 
prison hospital due to the unavailability of drugs and also due to the neglect 
by the nurses who come to "work" to sell clothes, shoes, and wristwatches 
to prisoners and staff, not to take care of sick prisoners. 

In a word, in here, it is about the survival of the fittest and the fittest is 
defined through monetary wealth. The richest of the poor people in prison 
are the ones who have a chance. If you do not have money, you cannot 
survive, as the food in here is minimal and horrible. The government does 
supply prison staff with some soap, mattresses, slippers, insecticides, etc. 
for the maintenance of prisoners, but all these things seem to belong to 
prison guards. They continually tell prisoners to just use what they have and 
to buy what we need or want. Extortion is a way of life here. Prison guards 
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tell prisoners that the government has not paid them salaries for months and 
if we the prisoners have some money somewhere in our possession, they 
will find it. When they don't get paid, we get searched, and family members 
get harassed for money if they come to visit. In order to see us, they always 
have to pay the guards for access anyways. This is one of the reasons there 
was a riot on the 1)!h of April 2003 at Kirikiri Medium Security Prison. 
Prisoners are sick and tired of such harassments. The situation is tough for 
us, and what keeps some of us alive is the hope that it will end someday: one 
way or the other, it will have to end someday. 

Sadly, Motivating Monday, as the prisoners and community human rights' 
workers used to refer to him, passed away in 2004, inside the Maximum 
Security Prison hospital. Prisoners have confirmed that he was told before 
he died that he had earlier been diagnosed with AIDS. Prison officials failed 
to inform him of that diagnosis until very shortly before his death. They did 
not provide him with any medication; in fact, medication made available to 
prisoners has been consistently sold by the prison guards who work in the 
Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison Hospital. May Motivating Monday s soul 
rest in peace. His smiles will always be remembered. His positive attitude 
despite all the hardships, oppression, and injustice prevails in the minds of 
those of us who did meet him, get to know him, and become inspired by his 
strength. 



PATRIOTISM: ILLUSION OR REALITY? 
Osadolor Eribo 

Osa Eribo wrote "Patriotism: Illusion or Reality?" after being released 
from Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison in Lagos State, Nigeria. He has 
verbally communicated the difficulties he is facing as a person carrying 
the "ex-prisoner" status. In addition, he is experiencing hardships through 
"unpleasant" interactions with Nigerian Military personnel who have taken 
offence to his criticisms, actions, and triumphs. 

"Under a government that imprisons any man unjustly, the true 
place for a just man is also a prison." 

- Henry David Thoreau, 1817-1862 

The epoch of political instability, chaos, ethnic rivalry, and the continued 
existence of colonial boundaries defining nations in West Africa gave 

birth to a period of armed insurgence and war in the West African sub
region countries of Liberia and Sierra Leone. This culminated in military 
peacekeeping operations by many West African countries: these efforts 
were spearheaded by Nigeria. 

As a patriotic person, and one with the burning desire to ensure that 
the world is conducive for all irrespective of class or nationality, I saw it 
as an honour when I was shortlisted by my country's Army for military 
peacekeeping operations in the war-ravaged countries of Liberia and Sierra 
Leone. These were peacekeeping operations that can best be described 
as peace enforcement operations proving to be worse and more complex 
than any outright war situation. During the process of peace-keeping/ 
peace enforcement, on behalf of defenceless citizens, we were met with 
stiff resistance from full fledged combat engagements. As soldiers, we 
saw it as a point of duty to defend innocent and defenceless citizens and 
their properties. In short, these countries were under severe rebellious 
torrents. The high level of atrocities and crimes against humanity that we 
witnessed were appalling. We saw the burning of peoples' homes, looting of 
properties, raping of women, child soldiering, and the maiming and cutting 
of hands and limbs of defenceless citizens. These actions were perpetrated 
by the various rebellious factions who met outright condemnation by the 
international communities and the United Nations. Hence the ECOMOG 
Operation, which was to act as a counter against all odds, worked to 
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restore nonnalcy, peace, and stability and to create room for democratic 
governance as sanctioned by International Communities. But little did we, 
the peacekeeping soldiers, know that we were acting on our own, and at our 
own risk, not on behalf of the Nigerian government. Time and the events 
that transpired eventually proved this to us. 

As soldiers who went for peacekeeping/enforcement operations, not with 
the use of sticks and clubs but with guns and rifles with live ammunition, 
we encountered stiff resistance from rebellious factions carrying the same 
deadly weapons. The resultant effects were massive death tolls and injuries 
incurred by both parties. Consequently, I happened to be in the category 
of the "wounded in action" with a comminuted fracture of the right femur 
bone. I still don't know how I managed to be amongst those who managed 
to stay alive; I limped away with much pain and grief as a result of this 
world's apathy for human life. 

Paradoxically, I, a patriotic citizen of his country, a disciplined soldier 
who has had no reason to be tried by the military for any act of indiscipline or 
insubordination, automatically found myself my self in the "inside world," 
the lowest ebb of life where mortals are reduced to nothing: the prison. 

Reasons for my imprisonment: simply for complaining to the appropriate 
quarters of the State about fraud I encountered in anny practices and medical 
negligence, a complaint that both the State and the Anny authorities owned 
up to. Upon being injured during war, we were taken to Cairo, Egypt where 
the Nigerian Anny refused first to pay us medical severance and second, 
to provide us with sufficient medical treatment. Upon returning to Nigeria, 
rather than addressing the plight of the wounded ECOMOG soldiers, the 
State and the Anny chose to discredit our claims and complaints, stating 
that the soldiers did not channel their complaints through the Anny properly. 
How could we have channelled our complaints through the same office 
that we were complaining about? Consequently, the soldiers were charged 
for mutiny, conduct to the prejudice of good order and service, discipline 
and disobedience to particular orders. We were found guilty as charged, 
illustrating the State and the Anny's total disregard for fundamental human 
rights. 

Firstly, it is noteworthy to mention here that the wounded soldiers who 
were patients at the military hospital, Yaba-Lagos, were all forcefully ejected 
out of the hospital to face a court martial trial even though they were all in 
very bad physical states: shattered bones with physical disability problems, 
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cases of nervous breakdowns and more still shattered souls with feelings of 
being betrayed by their own constituency: the Army. It is also noteworthy to 
mention here that on the day of judgment of the Court Martial, a letter was 
passed on to the President of the General Court Martial (GCM) who insisted 
on having copies made available to the other Army Generals presiding with 
him. Without mincing words, I think the letter by itself was the judgement 
of the case and only God knows where it originated from - perhaps it 
must have originated from a very high authority, higher than that of the 
Army. With little wonder, when the President of General Court Martial was 
passing his oral judgement on the case and he said, "The way and manner 
I find you guilty is nothing I can explain." And with that, all twenty-three 
wounded ECOMOG soldiers were sentenced to life imprisonment by a 
"Kangaroo" court. 

The situation was an open daylight robbery of justice by the State and the 
Army. It was a state of sheer wickedness and barbarism! Soldiers who had 
paid their dues and served humanity to the best of their ability in bringing 
about peace and political stability in neighbouring West African states were 
being treated as infidels and worthless beings. Rather than giving God the 
glory for sparing the lives of the soldiers from the torrents of raining bullets 
and shells, they choose to dishonour, chastise, and persecute them and even 
try to kill them psychologically by incarcerating them incommunicado. I 
believe these proceedings were manipulations by the State to cover up for 
the corruption of some influential and powerful people; hence, the wounded 
ECOMOG soldiers were used as scapegoats. For God's sake there is no 
reason whatsoever why their injuries that needed medical attention should be 
found guilty as well. If not for those injuries, resulting from their dedication 
to service and duty, Liberia and Sierra Leone would not politically be where 
they are at today. 

Despite the high level of moral decadence that seems to have consumed 
the world today, it gladdens my heart to know that there are still traces 
of truth in this wicked, earthly world of ours. The inhuman treatment and 
persecution meted out against the wounded ECOMOG soldiers met stiff 
opposition from a few notable individuals and human rights activists who 
saw the entire process as not just an act of injustice, but a slap on the face 
of humanity, scuttling the democracy we have all been working so tirelessly 
for. Notably, ChiefGani Fawhemi, a human rights activist who took the bull 
by the horns and challenged the verdict of the General Court Martial (GCM) 
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in the Court of Appeal in Lagos. With Gani Fawhemi in chambers still 
pressing for litigation in the court of Appeal, the Army and the State, owing 
to pressures and criticism from human rights organizations, had to commute 
the life imprisonment sentences imposed upon the wounded ECOMOG 
soldiers. This took place on the seventh month after the original verdict 
was passed. The new sentences read as follows: fifteen of the soldiers were 
"awarded" one year in prison, five others were "awarded" three years, and 
three other soldiers were "awarded" five years respectively. The commuting 
of the sentence from life imprisonmentto various jail terms caused the Army 
to relocate the wounded ECOMOG soldiers from the Military Police Cells 
(S.I.B.) at Arakan barracks (where they had been held hostage for seven 
months incommunicado) to Maximum Security Prison, Kirikiri-Lagos. 

As one who had been convicted by the State and sent to prison, a place 
that is supposed to be a correctional home where citizens are supposed to 
be reshaped and remoulded into better citizens, I found out, to my greatest 
surprise, that the prison has failed in all totality to serve as an instrument 
of rehabilitation/reformation. My presence in the prisons became that of 
a man who went somewhere on a fact-finding mission; it began to dawn 
on me that I had been kept alive by Divine Providence just to witness this 
social blight that is called prison. Contrary to my patriotic beliefs before 
incarceration, I discovered that the State needs more help than does the 
average prisoner. The State that conceived the thought of creating the 
prison institution has got to be, for lack of better words, absolutely sick 
in the mind. The prison institution is vindictive and violent in nature: it 
is a vengeance-seeking, punishment-oriented institution, and the colonial 
government that "invented" it and brought it upon African soil, would have 
had to be anything but "civilized." 

Everything about prison, ranging from its structures to the modus 
operandi employed by the State, is counterproductive and a million steps 
backward from this present age of Homo sapiens. That same State claims 
that my ways are not good enough, they claim my behaviour is anti-social 
and hence I was thrown into prison to be reformed and shown new, better 
ways to live my life? At first, I decided to be receptive by opening my mind 
to the good things the State had to offer me. But little did I know that I was 
in the threshold of doom and death. All that the StatelPrison system has to 
offer its prisoners is marijuana (Indian hemp), trickery, treachery, deceit, 
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bribery, and corruption along with a host of other social vices. In seeing this, 
I realized that the State in conjunction with the Prison authorities works to 
massacre the spiritual and psychological make-up of the masses. The plan 
of the prison system is simple: lock up the prisoners, throwaway the keys, 
create access for them to smoke their heads off (but make sure to catch 
them once in a while so you can punish and torture them), and render them 
demented and dispirited without any sense of belonging. As such, they also 
render prisoners to a docile state for the remaining part of their lives. 

My experience as a prisoner was like a stereotyping into slavery and it 
was something I saw as insulting to my human existence. Rather than being 
receptive to their "rehabilitation," I decided to shut the doors of my mind 
against the invading toxins of the StatelPrison system. It was yet another 
survival tactic for me whereby I had to be on guard and put all my survival 
instincts into use to stay afloat, much like I had to do when I was at war. The 
vile strategies adopted by the StatelPrison system in the breakdown of the 
average prisoner served as a challenge to me, to value the life I had prior 
to incarceration and dredging up every inch of strength I had within me to 
stay alive. 

I speak of the Prison system based on the Nigerian context in which I am 
living. I have not been witness to the prison systems around the world, but I 
know that prison is prison no matter how you may want to paint the picture. 
In the Nigerian context, 60 percent of the Prison population are awaiting 
trail inmates (ATM21), while the convicted prisoners (CM22) constitute just a 
fraction of the prison population. It was quite revealing for me to learn that 
the Prison system is targeted at the helpless, the hopeless, and the under
privileged beings in society. Children, particularly boys in this country, are 
vulnerable to this penal attack. Those whose parents cannot afford to shelter 
them are being raided in the streets by the police and thrown into the Prison 
with trumped-up charges of Armed Robbery. There is another "category of 
prisoners" that I have come to know as ATM-lifers and it is comprised of 
those who have been held hostage awaiting trial for as long as ten to fifteen 
years without going to court. 

Prisoners have been stripped of all rights to livelihood, including the 
right to eat. Food is being siphoned and "taken home" by members of the 

21 ATM: Awaiting Trial Males 
22 CM: Convicted Males 
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Prison staff and at the end of the day, prisoners are left with very little 
to survive on. When they go to the hospital to report sickness, they are 
told that there is no medicine available, and yet the prison authorities sell 
medicine to those prisoners who can pay for it. Basically, prisoners exist 
through their visitors in terms of food, medicine, clothing, toiletries, etc. 
Meanwhile, prison guards are constantly extorting money from visitors, and 
they do it as they stand underneath the sign at the prison's entrance gate, 
which boldly states "all prison visits are free." Prisoners "pay" to survive 
inside Nigeria's prisons, and they don't just pay in the loss of their freedom, 
or in the unconstitutional denial of court appearances, they literally pay 
money in order to stay alive. 

Another disgusting thing about the prison system that struck me is the 
differential treatments imposed upon members according to their class, how 
the rich and the poor within the confines of the same prison walls live such 
different lives. Class segregation is the order of day; the rich flaunt their 
noses up in the air at Prison rules and get away with it freely whereas the 
poor are severely dealt with. The rich are entitled to numerous privileges 
ranging from self-feeding (getting food from the outside) to having sex with 
their female visitors in the administrative building. In a nutshell, the rich 
control not only society, but they also control the prison. 

Aside from class, religion also plays a role in how the prison gets run. It 
seems that religion is the only means of rehabilitation and reform available 
to prisoners; more so, it is the only option left for the prisoners to get 
themselves busy and most importantly to get relief through the religious 
visitors and the supplies they provide; all other rehabilitation "programs" in 
the prison, such as workshops or trade learning centres, are either grounded 
or ill-equipped. In such conditions, prisoners go to church or to mosque 
from dawn till dusk. The doctrines presented there do not have a meaningful 
effect on the lives of a large number of prisoners; they simply go to pass 
time and to get access to resources. My visions for rehabilitation efforts 
for the average prisoner go beyond mere teachings of religious doctrines; 
it is all about giving people an alternative road map for life. The key lies in 
empowerment, not in religious rituals. Rather than implementing workshops 
and programs thereby creating avenues for the acquisition of vocational 
skills as a way of empowering prisoners, the State is busy building churches 
and mosques in prison yards. Hence, a lot of prisoners today are nursing 
the ambition of becoming pastors after imprisonment, and I believe that is 
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due to their lack of access to other vocations. When religion becomes the 
only avenue for livelihood, the level of tyranny becomes more problematic. 
They have hijacked our freedom, and now, they have hijacked and co-opted 
our spirituality. Of course I cannot say that there is too much "wrong" with 
society having a lot of clergymen, but the unfortunate thing within the context 
of religion inside Nigerian prisons is that by the time prisoners get released 
(if they get released) and find their way to those churches that were coming 
to see them and provide assistance in prison, they are often treated with a 
cold shoulder. With nowhere else to go, and having left prison with nothing 
but faith, prisoners end up feeling disappointed when that same church does 
not provide support in the community. So many have lost hope on so many 
levels, and so many, feeling dejected physically and spiritually "duped" fall 
back into crime. While in the prison, they were not empowered, they were 
"spiritualized." It is one thing to quote Bible passages to someone asking 
himlher to desist from crime and it is yet another thing for the person to 
fully believe and accept the passages as hislher solution to life's problems. 

Ironically, even when some of us are busy cracking our brains to find 
better ideas on how to solve this social menace of crime and punishment, 
the Criminal Justice System is simply not doing the same. They are busy 
frustrating the thinkers and the serious minded prisoners with a show of 
full-blown apathy. They think they already have "the" answer. They think 
that because they have an institution, that the problems are being addressed. 
I must commend the efforts of the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 
that are working on prisoners' rights, particularly Prisoners Rehabilitation 
and Welfare Action (PRAWA) for their attempts at training prison officers 
about rehabilitation and prisoner empowerment. This actually has gone a 
long way in sanitizing the prison environment in terms of physical torture 
and abuse of prisoners by members of the prison staff, although they had 
started flogging prisoners again, just before I left last year. 

Much is still expected of the human rights groups and most especially 
Prison focused NGOs like PRAWA in terms of sanitization and education 
of the average prisoner in the Nigerian Prison system, most especially when 
you put into cognizance the fact that over 80 percent of prisoners in Nigeria 
are illiterate. While I was in the prison, my heart used to bleed every time I 
walked by some posters designed by PRAWA for prisoners, depicting such 
messages as, "if your rights have been abused please report or write to so 
and so office." Eighty percent of the prisoners around me could not read 
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that message, let alone "write" to complain about it or report abuse. Apart 
from the fact that the posters are not conspicuously placed, the posters are 
of no importance to the environment because the average prisoner has yet 
to be sensitized and educated as to knowing his rights. So even ifhis rights 
are being violated on a daily basis, it has reached a point where it is of no 
importance to him because he does not know his rights. Worse still, the 
prison system has socialized its prisoners into believing that writing letters 
of petition to the appropriate quarters as a way of complaint or seeking 
redress is a crime; in fact, it is the highest sin a prisoner can commit, so 
much so that when caught, fellow prisoners are even ready to lynch the 
victim to death. As a result, while the posters are a great gesture, and while 
the concept of prison officers "not" behaving inhumanely while working in 
an inhuman system is well-intentioned, prisoners either don't know how or 
don't want to be involved in "grievance" procedures. 

I can still recall an instance that transpired sometime in 2002 when a 
team of Amnesty International (AI) employees visited Kirikiri Maximum 
Security Prison for a fact-finding mission. Normally, when visitors of such 
calibre are visiting the prison, prison authorities, because they have so much 
to hide, ensure that all prisoners are in lock-up, except for those few inmates 
that are working directly with system. In this instance, while the AI team 
was walking with the prison warden I saw one of the AI employees having 
a chat with one of the privileged prisoners who was not in lock-up that 
day. After the visit, I walked up to the prisoner (a lifer) to inquire about the 
nature of the discussion he had with the white man. He said, "Oh! He was 
just trying to know from me about the general condition of the place and 
whether or not our feeding is good enough." And I quickly asked without 
hesitations: "and what did you tell him?" He smiled broadly, his eyes filled 
with light, and he answered: "Oh of course I told him the food is good and 
everything is ok." I was silent for a moment and could not utter a word. 
I almost choked for then I knew that his broad smile was that of betrayal 
and I too forced a smile and said: "Oh! It's okay. You're right." I had no 
option but to play it cool with him, for if! had opposed him, he would have 
somehow made the matter known to the prison authority and I need not 
divulge what that could have entailed for me. 

The prison system is so complex, and for the masses to devise a catalyst 
with which to break it down, all hands must be on deck. There needs to be a 
concerted effort amongst prisoners, ex-prisoners, and civil society in bringing 
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about an alternative to this present criminal justice system. Unfortunately, 
there tends to be a very wide margin between the people concerned. One 
of the main reasons why the Nigerian Prison system is waxing stronger and 
stronger as an oppressive mechanism is simply that there are no prisoners' 
rights groups in the prison. Lack of prisoners' rights sensitization programs 
and more also, there tends to be an unimaginable wide gap between the ex
prisoners and the prisoners. 

While I was busy fighting and resisting my period of penal colonization 
with non-confrontational and non-violent means, litigation was still going 
on in the court of Appeal on behalf of the twenty-three wounded and 
convicted ECOMOG Soldiers. On March 18t\ the grounds for appeal paid 
off as the twenty-three soldiers were discharged and acquitted of all the 
charges preferred against them by the General Court Marital; the decision of 
the Appeal Court was unanimously reached by all three judges. Yet, eleven 
soldiers remain in prison after the judgement; myself and two others whose 
sentences were commuted from life imprisonment to five years in prison 
have recently been released. Presently I, and my military colleagues, remain 
in a state of distress as nothing seems to be in the making either by the State 
or the Army as to our progress. Particularly, our medical predicament is 
huge as some of us still need medical attention for injuries sustained during 
peacekeeping operations. The stigmatization and intimidation we are now 
faced with, both within and outside the military environment, is massive. 
Our freedom and our lives are being perpetually threatened. 

Consequently, I now have a contrary view about warfare: no matter how 
refined the rules may appear, it is an archaic and uncivilized philosophy. I 
have come to understand that not all ancient philosophies are outdated and 
that not all modem philosophies are civilized. In these "modem" times, we 
use guns to repel fighting and a repressive penal system to repel crime. It is 
an act of sheer folly to use violence to repel violence: violence is violence 
irrespective of how it is painted and therefore, no one person or group of 
persons, even if they are members of a State, is eligible to be a custodian 
of violence. 

Although the ECOMOG peacekeeping enforcement operations 
incorporated an element of mediation and dialogue processes in a bid to 
reconcile the various warring factions and to bring about normalcy, these 
avenues were not fully appreciated and utilized to a point of exhaustion. A 
maximum utilization of these process and alternatives to violence would 
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have averted the humanitarian catastrophes that ensued, bringing about 
too many dead bodies and worse still the irreparable bad effects of war on 
those of us who survived it, showing us how capable "modem" society is 
of maintaining timeless witch-hunting behaviours and rituals. This same 
phenomenon is illustrated in other conflicts and wars that are fought in other 
parts of the world. It is not an element "special" to Africa. 

When one takes a critical appraisal of war and the penal system one 
will realize that they both seem very much identical and interwoven in 
ramifications, ranging from their violent natures, the violent solutions they 
offer to their respective "dilemmas" and to the devastating violent effects 
they have upon all whom they touch. Hence both concepts may need to rely 
on similar solutions to their own issues with violence if true change is to 
occur. Such solutions need to be ones that are absolutely and positively non
violent in structure and in nature. 

While I was an inmate at Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison, I got to 
work with Viviane Saleh-Hanna, a VS023 at the time through whom I got 
to know about transformative justice and penal abolition. Without mincing 
words, her work in the prison during her time with us in Nigeria was most 
beneficial through the programs she initiated in maximum and medium 
security prisons. Her commitment and dedication to duty and service to 
humanity has greatly affected my life and inspired me into believing more 
in myself, a feeling that is shared by so many members of the programs she 
brought in through PRAWA. We all love you and miss you greatly! And we 
hold chance in the hope that more people would get involved with prison 
work and the penal abolition movement. It has empowered many of us to 
think for ourselves and to revolutionize our minds, and it has shown us that 
there are segments of the general global population who are working to 
truly change the current oppressive mandates. 

Based on the circumstances that surrounded my incarceration and the 
experiences I had while imprisoned, I have come to understand the urgency 
necessary in opposing this present form of criminal "justice." The State 
seeks to punish and seeks vengeance upon the poor, the illiterates, and the 
underprivileged - a people whom the State had failed by subjecting them to 
poverty in the first place. Unfortunately, the larger society fails to appreciate 

23 Voluntary Service Overseas; Viviane was placed with PRAWA and spent two years 
working with prisoners in West Africa. 
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the fact that a lot of prisoners behind bars are social rebels, people who are 
trying to rebel against the oppressive system that does not want to see them 
exist. It is worthy to note that since the Nigerian Government and the United 
Nations can negotiate and dialogue with rebellious militias, why then can 
they not extend such a gesture to the average criminal and offenders in 
the street? Must these rebels against poverty become rebels who challenge 
the political power structures, not just the economic ones, before they get 
asked relevant questions and spoken to like real human beings? Or is their 
discerned poverty an excuse to render them helpless and unsophisticated, 
thus not worth the effort? 

These thoughts and questions have been comforted by knowledge I have 
gained about transformative justice and penal abolition. More functional 
and healthy modes of justice are not about creating an escape route for 
criminals, nor are they an opportunity for the government to compromise 
with evil, but rather, these concepts and movements provide an avenue 
through which everybody in society gains equal access to opportunities and 
equal rights to concern and appreciation of their feelings while opening up 
the chance to heal for those whose feelings must have been trampled on for 
generations in poverty. I do not believe that hundreds of years ago, West 
Africans had a worse method of solving conflict within their own societies; 
frankly speaking, I believe that methods of conflict resolution of pre-colonial 
Africa were far better than this "modem" day penal system, and this is why 
I also believe that ancient philosophies are not less civilized or wrong in this 
modem era. It is true that stagnation is the greatest enemy to nature, but for 
humanity to be able to take a step further and assume the status of civilized 
beings, we must put into appraisal the past and the present. Like a child who 
is learning how to walk, the child must walk on the same earth's surface, 
which was previously a surface for creeping and thereafter begin to run, still 
on the same old surface, which must always serve as a guide. It is true that 
we need a change away from this present penal system. 

The nature of today's society seems ever so keen to make this Western 
penal system the only permanent form of justice. Their system is so big and 
so powerful, and so controlling, that for any major changes to come we must 
all work together in unison with full alacrity and zeal, like one family with 
diverse members who possess different elements and strengths to offer. We 
must be very careful of the kind of change we wish for ourselves and how 
we go about such changes lest we become like the overzealous politician or 
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revolutionary who wants change at all cost, either by the rigging of the ballot 
or by the barrel of a gun. Such types of change, like the present penal 
system's changes to African modes of justice, rather than taking humanity 
a step forward, have proven to be steps into regression and a betrayal to 
civilization. Therefore, whatever the alternative to the penal system may 
be, it must be devised in appreciable and practicable contexts, in line with 
various traditional socio-cultural settings of peoples of the world. 

Whether or not our feelings have been abused either by war or by the 
present penal system, or overall by government's policy, it is not enough 
reason to feel indifferent to issues about our lives and humanity in general. 
If anything, change needs to occur for the future generations of yet unborn 
people. Let us replace indifference with concern and apathy with empathy so 
that we will rest assured ofleaving an inspired legacy behind for generations 
that will come after us. 

I strongly believe that concepts of care, love, empathy, and morality are 
all encompassed in the phenomenon of patriotism and also that patriotism 
cannot stand silent in a state where abnormalities and irregularities have 
gained wide acceptance as the normal way oflife. As true Nigerian patriots, 
we cannot fold our hands and stand akimbo to watch while the rich and self
centred people of the world rape us of our power and continue to violate our 
rights to choice and to survival. I want to be a virtuous and patriotic citizen 
of the world. True patriotism should not only be viewed as a duty we owe 
to the countries we are citizens of, but also a duty we owe ourselves, and a 
duty we owe to generations of yet unborn people, and the global village we 
are developing into. 



III: PEOPLE I MET, THOUGHTS I HAD 

Viviane Saleh-Hanna 

One of the most shocking realizations I had while living and working 
in Nigeria was that colonial rule has not been abolished from Africa. 

While the governmental and visibly official colonial structures have been 
removed, I quickly came to the conclusion that it is naIve to believe that this 
has resulted in the elimination of Western colonial rule of the African states 
they have defined. The invisible colonial structures that still exist have a new 
language, a new "political" form and continue to implement a new method 
of social and economic control over the country while maintaining the same 
old colonial outcomes: the exploitation of Africa by a handful of Western 
nations continues at so many levels. It is not a "neo" -colonial condition 
- it is a colonial condition devoid of white men in official positions of 
governm.ental power. 

The Penal System, a system that was not made by or for the West African 
society, is still being imposed upon Nigeria. Its inefficiency reflects the 
inefficiency that rules the country's general state: the people get caught 
in a grinding machine that destroys all it touches. I have come to see the 
penal system as a tool through which colonial structures are implemented 
among those the national and international corporations cannot "employ." 
The more time I spent working with Nigerian prisoners, and the more I was 
confronted with police brutality openly occurring on the streets of Lagos, 
the more convinced I became of the fact that the penal system in Nigeria is 
the most visible symbol of continued colonial occupation in the Nigerian 
mental state and Nigerian governmental structures. 

A BROKEN MAN SHARES HIS STORY 

On April 30,2001, late in the afternoon, an elderly man named Felix who 
had just been released from Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison that morning 
came to the PRAWA office. He told me that he had just come from the 
courthouse where he was informed, after nine years of awaiting trial, that 
his case was "thrown out of court" three years ago. "No one told you?" the 
judge asked him. He was free to go for three years and no one noticed. Upon 
hearing what he called the "bittersweet" truth, he was released. The prisons 
and the courts did not give him enough money to pay for transportation off 
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the prison grounds. He walked all day and eventually found himself at the 
PRAWA office. He was seeking assistance. Felix explained that too many 
people released from prison after many years behind bars, are not given any 
money for transportation home and, often, have to steal to get themselves 
home to their families or friends. 

The majority of ex-prisoners often have no home to go to: the stigma 
attached to imprisonment is so strong, it does not differentiate between 
awaiting trial or convicted prisoners. The viewpoint I have heard most 
often expressed by Nigerians about prison held these basic tenets: people 
expressed awareness of the problems that push people to "break the law" 
or that expose people to police brutality and wrongful imprisonment, but at 
the same time, they see prison as a mysterious and scary place, so despite 
the reasons that lead a person there, upon release, that person too becomes 
mysterious and scary. Many ex-prisoners end up living on the streets and 
eventually go back to prison. Felix had lost all contact with his family and 
had nowhere to go. My office did have a home for ex-prisoners to use as 
a transition point after prison, but the rooms were never enough for the 
number of people who needed them. We did have a room for him at the 
time, and he stayed there for the entire time I was in Nigeria. I am not 
sure what will happen to him if that home can no longer be sustained by 
PRAWA.24 

THE PENAL SYSTEM QUESTIONS ITSELF? 

Awaiting Trial Prisoners 
As noted before, the majority of prisoners in Nigeria are awaiting trial. I had 
the opportunity to discuss this specific issue during several DFID25 funded 
"access to justice" workshops held in July 2001 in Makurdi, Benue State. 
These workshops were attended by the police force, the prison service, the 
Nigerian Bar association, judges, magistrates, and community members. 
Upon attempting to find the "root" cause of the disproportionately high 

24 As far as I know, official funding for that home was not available. It was sustained 
through various donations and efforts by the PRAWA staff reaching out to the 
community for help. 

25 Department for International Development: the development and foreign aids branch 
of the British Government. 
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prisoner population that had not been taken to court for years, it became clear 
that a criminal justice system with a weak infrastructure does not provide 
shelter from the bureaucratic administrative legitimizations of inhumanity 
that take place in Western based criminal justice systems that function within 
more rigid and defined infrastructures. Blame for the large ATM population 
in Nigeria was passed from one sector to the next. The bureaucratic reality 
set in as it became clear that the "root" cause of this problem is not linked 
to a specific segment of the criminal justice system in Nigeria, but was 
the result of the collective efforts of all branches involved. Unfortunately, 
within the context of bureaucracy, the distribution of responsibility creates 
a shield whereby direct responsibility for shortcomings gets distributed into 
an ambiguous, insoluble, "unfortunate" situation. 

The magistrates and lawyers who work in the courts openly blamed the 
police for arresting too many people indiscriminately while at the same 
time pointing fingers at the government's refusal to provide them with 
proper resources (technological recording devices, non-payment of salaries, 
etc.) to deal with such high numbers. The prison guards also lay blame 
on the police for such misconduct while pointing fingers at the court for 
its inability to "speed up" the entire process. The police pointed fingers at 
the lawyers and the court officials who are not working efficiently enough 
and thus causing a backlog in the penal process that results in a large 
awaiting trial prison population. A large number of the prison staff who 
participated in these "access to justice workshops" openly stated that they 
felt that Nigerian prisons are the "dumping grounds for the Nigerian penal 
system's inefficiency and injustice." The police force staff claimed that 
Nigerian society has gotten so violent that they have no choice but to arrest 
as many people as they do. The courts stated that they are the scapegoats 
of inefficient structures and inappropriate police actions. The community 
continues to suffer at great expense and the penal structure continues to 
expose itself through the constant failures and degradations it imposes upon 
all those whose lives it touches. 

Fear and Social Control 
The "awaiting trial situation" in Nigeria puts people in fear of the police, 
for those who are not ''well connected" or who do not have money, it is 
an everyday reality that they can be picked up by the police and they can 
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disappear in prison for years, or forever. Many prisoners gave me notes to 
pass on to their families; many prisoners had been missing for years and 
their families presumed they had died. The amount of power the police 
gather through these imposed fears are immense. It puts the penal system in 
a position of power that is not only unquestionable to the average citizen, it 
is almost undeniable to the homeless population in Nigeria. Because they 
have no home to sleep in at night, they are easier targets for the police. 
This level of power, so openly displayed against the poorest people in the 
country, is publicly acknowledged among the majority of the citizens of the 
country. In Nigeria, the connections between poverty and crime are clear; so 
are the connections between poverty and vulnerability to penal brutality. 

PRISONS 

Health in Prison: A Religious Experience 
Inside Kirikiri Medium Security Prison, the convicted prisoners' cell blocks 
hold up to 20 prisoners while the awaiting trial prisoners' cell blocks (they 
are approximately the same size) hold 77. These blocks consist of one 
cement room with small windows on either side of the wall. In other parts 
of Nigeria, such windows do not exist and thus ventilation is much worse 
than it is in the dilapidated conditions in Kirikiri Medium Security Prison. 
The awaiting trial prisoners do not have beds or mats to sleep on, and the 
conditions are so congested that they must take turns to sleep on the floor. 
On all occasions I have had to visit the health clinic in Kirikiri Medium 
Security Prison, I have seen an overwhelming majority of the awaiting trial 
prisoners seeking medical attention. They are made to sit on the ground 
outside the clinic as they wait for access to health care. Those prisoners who 
do not come in time for prayers are not allowed to visit the clinic that day. I 
have witnessed on several occasions prison officers "herding" about fifty ill 
prisoners with a stick and beating those who did not move fast enough; the 
majority of the time, I saw them beating prisoners on the head. I have heard 
those prisoners seeking medical attention being made to shout and scream 
their "amens and hallelujahs" prior to seeing the nurses. It is generally those 
prisoners who look like walking skeletons, half naked sitting on the ground, 
who are made to sing, clap, and chant as they wait to be seen by the nurse. 

Inside the clinic, where I spent an entire day (September 7, 2001) 
I noticed that the medical staff does very little of the assessment of sick 
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prisoners. There are several convicted prisoners who are made to check 
if the ailments exist (if there are complaints of visible illnesses) and one 
medical staff nurse who, upon order from the Matron (the Head Nurse) gave 
a shot of painkillers to the prisoner who is made to drop his pants in front of 
everybody. Any prisoner who showed any fear of the needle or hesitated to 
take the medication, or was ashamed to "drop his pants," was ridiculed and 
threatened by the prison's medical guards. 

Because a proper financial budget does not exist for awaiting trial 
prisoners, there are no proper provisions for their imprisonment. Convicted 
prisoners wear blue uniforms; awaiting trial prisoners are made to wear 
the clothes they were arrested in. The majority of them no longer fit those 
clothes due to the overwhelming weight loss and malnutrition they suffer 
during their imprisonment. Upon discussing the issue of food with some 
of the convicted prisoners, they explained to me, in form of a letter how 
''the system works." They explained that the Nigerian Prison Service hires 
a contractor who supplies the food to the prison. Before supplying the 
food, the contractor takes hislher "cut" and passes the food onto the prison 
headquarters in Abuja, the federal state capital. In Abuja, the prison officials 
take their "cut" and pass the food down to each of the state controllers of 
prison, who in turn take their "cut" and pass the food down to the controllers 
of each prison, who of course take their "cut" and pass the food down to 
the yard where the chief of the yard takes his "cut" and passes the food 
down to the kitchen where the guards in charge there help themselves to 
their "cut" and pass it down to the convicted prisoners who cook it and who 
admitted to serving themselves and their friends bigger portions. What is 
left of the food then gets distributed to the rest of the prisoners in the yard, 
first the convicted and then to the awaiting trial prisoners. Some prisoners 
also explained (in form of a letter they wrote for me) that during a prison 
visit by Obasanjo's26 Special Assistant on Prisons to assess living conditions 
in Nigeria's prison system, prison officers brought in twelve extra bags of 
garri (one of the staple foods in Nigeria) for him to see as available food 
for prisoners and after he left, took back thirteen bags. These accounts and 
stories helped me better understand how prisoners in Nigeria have come to 
experience such malnourishment. On an ironic note, prisoners have pointed 

26 The current President of Nigeria. 
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out that the car that is used to move dead bodies27 from the prison yard to 
the mortuary is also the same car that prison officers use to move the food 
from the prison yard to their homes. 

In addition to malnutrition, there are other factors that contribute to the 
poor health conditions of prisoners. In the majority of the prisons, there is 
no clean water to drink. Wells are dug into the ground and are not properly 
maintained. Upon looking inside the wells, one can often see the insects and 
the worms that live inside and around them. In the overwhelming majority 
of the prisons, those wells are the only source of water for drinking and 
for bathing. They are also a breeding ground for mosquitoes, among other 
insects, and this has created an increase in the number of prisoners who 
suffer from malaria. While diagnosis and treatment of malaria is cheap and 
readily available in Nigeria, it has been stated that untreated malaria is one 
of the main causes of death in Nigeria. In prison, testing and medication for 
malaria is not readily available and since there are very few official records 
outlining the cause of death for the many who die inside prison, the number 
of people affected is not available. 

Another problem prisoners face is the lack of medicine for diseases such 
as tuberculosis. In Kirikiri Medium Security Prison, there were eighty
three prisoners suffering from tuberculosis (TB) while I was there. These 
prisoners were segregated to the "tuberculosis" cell because it is a contagious 
and lethal disease. They are given medicine when the medicine is available 
(mainly through donations from churches or other charitable organizations) 
and when the medicine runs out, the treatment stops, until the next batch of 
medicine is bought or donated. This has created a group of prisoners who 
have developed a form of TB that is immune to medication. If released 
alive from prison, these people will spread a form of tuberculosis among 
the community that is immune to the medicine now available for curing 
tuberculosis. Considering the fact that tuberculosis is a highly contagious 
disease that is spread through sharing the same air space, the possibilities 
for disaster are massive. 

The ironic detail among all these issues with medicine for prisoners 
suffering of TB is that in Lagos state, where Kirikiri Medium Security 
Prison is located, TB medication is free. This was one of the promises the 

27 So many malnourished and half-starved prisoners die inside Nigerian prisons. 
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Lagos State Governor, Mr. Tinubu, made to the people when he was elected 
in 1998. The loophole for receiving the medication is that proof has to be 
given of the fact that the patient is suffering from tuberculosis, and the 
administration of these tests is very expensive. The high expense for these 
tests (along with the minimal prison health care budget) results in prisoners 
being moved to the TB cell without proper testing and diagnosis of TB. 
Any loud coughing may result in one being moved to the TB cell. Upon 
entering the TB cell, most prisoners are never released back into the general 
population for two reasons: 

• They almost never get the full dose of treatment and thus rarely 
recover to full health or, 

• The few who do get the full dose through friends or family members 
who provide the medication cannot be sent back to the general cells 
because other prisoners fear contracting TB and do not trust the 
authorities to have treated infected prisoners properly before releasing 
them back into the general population. 

Prisoners who enter the TB cells rarely leave them alive; those who get 
discharged during their confinement in TB cells leave the prison very sick 
and rarely survive due to lack of money or due to the immunity they have 
built to TB medication while in prison. 

Beatings in Prison 
While most of my knowledge of torture came from the stories I heard from 
prisoners, and their visible scars, there were several occasions where I 
witnessed beatings of prisoners by prison guards. This often took place in 
front of the Chief Officer's office, in the prison yard where all prisoners 
could see and hear exactly what was going on. Discussions and questions 
with the prison guards about these beatings led me to learn that they were 
over "prison rule infractions" and were almost always linked to drug 
trafficking in prison. One of the most horrific beatings I saw a prisoner 
get was one given by the Chief [prison guard] of the yard himself. He was 
''teaching'' his "officers" how to beat a prisoner properly. 

On a hot Wednesday afternoon, May 16, 2001, I witnessed a highly 
disturbing and degrading moment. It happened during a program I ran 
with convicted prisoners underneath a tree in the yard. Two awaiting trial 
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prisoners were allegedly caught dealing drugs inside prison and the prison 
guards felt they had to make examples out of them. Within sight of the 
majority of the prisoners in the yard, they were made to kneel handcuffed, 
shackled, and shirtless in the burning sun for hours. They were stripped 
down to their underwear. The kneeling was proceeded by brutal beatings 
with wooden sticks and whipping with leather whips. The handcuffed and 
shackled men were then forced to stand up and hop from the guard's office 
to the ''white painted doorway" leading to solitary confinement: a section in 
the yard that prisoners refer to as "Angola." As the prisoners were made to 
hop to Angola, prison guards were mimicking them, hovering around them, 
imitating their actions and their posture, walking as they were walking with 
the shackles and hopping around behind them as they hopped their way 
to solitary confinement. The scene was degrading, horrific, and violent on 
so many physical, mental, and emotional levels. This was one of several 
times I had witnessed prisoners being beaten by guards in Kirikiri Medium 
Security Prison. 

I did not witness a lot of violence between prisoners. The only instance of 
violence among prisoners that I did come across occurred on September 10, 
2001. The Chief of the yard called me into his office to show me what two 
mentally challenged prisoners had "done to each other." One had given the 
other an open head wound; the wounded one was shackled, the "assailant" 
looked very confused. The Chief of the yard was leading them with a stick 
to the clinic. The chief of the yard explained to me that they had six mentally 
ill prisoners and said that he was seeking funds to have them transferred to 
the Yaba Psychiatric hospital. Despite the beatings and the brutality I saw 
him inflict upon prisoners, I also witnessed him providing housing for ex
prisoners who did not have a home to stay at, buying clothes for those who 
did not have sufficient clothing for release, and he did so through his own 
personal donations. The contradictions in the prison system in Nigeria once 
again illustrated that despite the brutal structures of this violent system, 
there were a few times where humanity did manage to prevail. The Nigerian 
custom to "help thy neighbour" did override the European custom of penal 
dehumanization and use of violent institutions. 

The beatings that I did witness inside prison generally occurred while 
I was running the Prisoners' Circle Program in the prison yard and I often 
discussed with the prisoners who were witnessing the beatings with me 
what can be done in this situation. I was told that going to the guards and 
interrupting them would result in harsher beatings for the prisoner after I 
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left. I had to resort to talking to the prison guards about it after they finished, 
and when I was on my way out of the prison. Discussion had to be carefully 
worded; I did not want to put the prisoners at risk of further torture and 
punishment. The overwhelming response from the prison guards who did 
engage me in discussion was one that fell back on the penal system's crime 
and punishment rhetoric. Once again, the Nigeria penal system succeeded 
in illustrating the violent and degrading potentials that the people who work 
within it can reach while emphasizing the justification functions that allow 
and encourage this institution of violence. 

Overcrowding: The Baroness Helena Kennedy's Visit to Kirikiri, Lagos 
On April 26, 2001, the British Baroness Helena Kennedy was in Nigeria for 
a visit. Part of her visit, organized by the British Council, allowed for a visit 
to Kirikiri prisons in Lagos. Inside the medium security prison yard, we 
walked through the convicted and awaiting trial sections of the prison. The 
awaiting trial section of the medium security prison had been "cleaned up" 
for her visit, yet what we saw was horrific. Inside each cell block holding 
over seventy prisoners each, were half-naked, skeleton-like men staring at 
us through the bars. Some tried to get her attention, pleading for help. The 
entire scene made me cringe, both at the inhumanity of the conditions and 
the power differentials exhibited. Most prisoners in this section of the yard 
rarely see people from the "outside" and thus any chance to be seen or heard 
represented the chance to briefly exist. Ironically, the sight of a white person 
elicited hope of salvation, despite the fact that the prison is a white-made 
institution. 

The smell in this section of the yard was overwhelming. Unclean water 
holes were left exposed; people had been locked up for days, maybe weeks. 
There are no words I can find to describe the sensation. The Baroness Helena 
Kennedy and the British Council's executive director for West Africa were 
mortified by their prison visit. Upon returning home, I was informed by 
my Nigerian colleagues that the "foreign" visitors were both physically ill 
after seeing the prisons that day; and they saw the prison yard in its best, 
cleaned-up condition. 

Women and Children 
There is only one prison in Nigeria that exclusively imprisons women. It 
is located on Kirikiri prison grounds and imprisons, on average, 150 to 
200 females. I met some prisoners who were fifteen years old and others 
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who looked even younger. On average, there were between eleven and 
fifteen convicted women, while the rest of that prison's population were all 
awaiting trial. Kirikiri female prison only has female prison guards working 
in it and it is not as overcrowded as its neighbouring male prisons. It is also 
the prison that I had the hardest time gaining access to and the prison where 
I saw some of the most brutal forms of punishment being imposed. 

Maintaining the stereotypes of how women are "expected" to behave, the 
majority of the punishments and the oppressive tactics involved emotional 
manipulations and degradations while the physical torture was "kept to a 
minimum." I witnessed women being made to kneel on the ground in the 
scorching sun for hours in the prison yard. They were being punished for 
being involved "romantically" with each other. I met women who were in 
prison with their babies: they were either pregnant upon arrest or had their 
children with them at the time of arrest and did not have anywhere to leave 
them before the police took them to prison. Some of the babies I met in 
this prison had never seen a man in their life. The women told me about 
an Amnesty International visit that included several male visitors. One of 
the toddlers was so confused and scared by the sight of a man she cried for 
hours. 

The female prison in Kirikiri was the only prison in Nigeria that did not 
allow me to donate food directly to prisoners: I had to leave all donations 
with the prison guards and they "distributed it" after I left. Prisoners 
reported not receiving full portions of what was left for them. The level of 
disrespect and resistance I received from the female prison warden was so 
immense that I had a hard time working with the women, and thus cannot 
say that I confidently fully comprehend what takes place in that prison. I 
was able to visit the Death Row section several times. On March 1, 2001, I 
saw two prisoners who were severely developmentally challenged awaiting 
execution. One sat naked in her cell in a trance and the other knelt when she 
saw me and told me about her hallucinations and her fears. 

Women arrested and imprisoned outside of Lagos State are held in male 
prisons in "compartments" built within the male prison yard for them. Upon 
visiting Makurdi Prison on July 25, 2001, I asked the prison guards in that 
prison what happens when women get sick and are in need of medical 
attention. The clinic is located in the male section of the prison yard. The 
response I got was short and simple: "Women are hygienically cleaner than 
men and do not need to go to the clinic to heal, they can stay in their cells 
and heal there." 
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In addition to the lack of access to medical care, there are also situations 
where women become pregnant in these prisons and it was unofficially 
reported that these pregnancies were the result of rapes by prison guards 
or by male prisoners who the prison guards were "doing favours" for. This 
prison held twenty women, eighteen of whom were awaiting trial. Of the 
two who were convicted, one talked about the "insurance" system that 
resulted in her conviction. 

After leaving Makurdi Prison, and before heading back to Lagos to 
further investigate the "insurance" policy, we stopped at a new model prison, 
built just outside the boundaries of Makurdi in Benue State. It was an eerie 
sight for me; this building resembled North American prisons, right down 
to the type of bricks used for outdoor hallways and the colour of the paint 

, inside the "reception." Apparently a blueprint of the "modern" Western 
prisons had been sold to Nigeria, I am assuming along with the building 
supplies. I was not able to confirm if this was done through private prison 
industry or governmental means. I was able to confirm that the prison has 
not been in use, although construction is complete, due to a conflict between 
the building contractors and the Nigerian government. Our "tour guide," a 
Nigerian Prison Service officer, stated that the Nigerian government did not 
pay the contractor in full, so in retaliation, the contractor "kept the keys." 

In Lagos, whenever I had access into Kirikiri Female prison, I inquired 
about the reasons for imprisonment and eventually came to learn more 
about the "insurance" policy as it gets implemented by the Nigerian Police 
Force. I consulted with several lawyers for more details and learned that if a 
male crime suspect cannot be located by the police during an investigation, 
the police arrest the first woman they find who has connections to him 
(mother, wife, girlfriend, daughter, niece, etc.) and proceed to take her into 
custody for "insurance" purposes. If the man does not "present himself to 
the police" within a certain period of time, the woman gets sent to prison to 
await trial for his crime. Many of the women I spoke to in Nigerian prisons 
were being held under such circumstances, some had been sentenced on 
"conspiracy" charges as a result of these "insurance policies." Other women 
I spoke to who had been imprisoned for crimes not related to the "insurance 
policy" were serving time for crimes (mainly drug trafficking offences) they 
committed for their husbands. Many spoke about the financial situations 
they were in and the reasons behind their "decisions" to help their husbands 
support their family. 



IV: TENTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 

ON PENAL ABOLITION: ICOPA X 

The Tenth International Conference on Penal Abolition (lCOPA X) was 
held in Nigeria in August 2002 and broke new ground as the first ICOPA 28 

to be hosted by an African nation. Prior to the conference, public awareness 
and community mobilization were pursued. The goal was to make Nigerians 
more aware of the penal abolitionist movement and the journey that ICOPA 
has taken through the years. Public awareness was pursued through a media 
campaign that involved several local and national television appearances, 
a nationwide radio program that allowed for call-in discussions, and print 
media promotions in Nigerian newspapers and one African magazine. In 
addition, ICOPA X was announced and discussed at many Human Rights 
Network meetings.29 One non-governmental organization, the Nigerian 
Youth Leadership Movement, led by Ezekiel Ogundare, took interest 
in the central issues and the ideas surrounding ICOPA and on their own 
initiative, held a penal abolitionist workshop to raise awareness in their own 
community in April 2001. 

ICOPA X participants composed a diverse and dynamic group. 
Participants came from Ghana, the Gambia, Liberia, New Zealand, the 
United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. In addition, Nigerians 
representing the three major tribes and many of the minority tribes from 
different regions in the country were in attendance. Nigerian participants for 
ICOPAX included University of Lagos students from the law, psychology, 
and sociology departments; several representatives from non-governmental 
human rights organizations; academics; activists; lawyers; high- and low
ranking prison officers; high-ranking police officers; the National Human 
Rights Commission representatives; representatives from the National 
House of Assembly; ex-prisoners; Nigerian military personnel; poets; 

28 The ICOPA movement has travelled the world, starting in Montreal in 1983 and 
returning several times to Canada over the years. ICOPA was also held in the 
Netherlands, Poland, the United States, Spain, Costa Rica, and New Zealand before 
finding its way to Africa. 

29 Meetings held the last Friday of every month in the British Council office in 
Lagos. The purpose of the meetings was to gather human rights activists and non
governmental organizations in Lagos in order to network and build a community that 
is organized enough to implement political and social changes. 
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musicians; and interested Nigerian youths. The international and continental 
participants were mainly academics, activists, high-ranking prison officers 
(from neighbouring West African countries), ex-prisoners, human rights 
non-governmental organization representatives, and musicians. The local 
organizing committee was composed ofPRAWA staff, student volunteers, 
and youths from the local community in Lagos. The entire participant list 
for ICOPA X was approximately 100 people: about 65 University of Lagos 
students, about 15 international/continental participants, and about 20 
Nigerian non-governmental and governmental representatives. 

POLICy-MAKERS' PANEL 

ICOPA X was launched in Abuja, the capital of Nigeria, with a policy
makers' panel taking place in the Nigerian National Assembly. It was meant 
to raise awareness about ICOPA and the notion of penal abolition among 
Nigerian Government officials while bringing forth issues surrounding the 
death penalty and the need for its abolishment from the criminal code in 
Nigeria. This panel was scheduled and booked weeks in advance yet there 
was a slight unexpected problem in scheduling that day: a week before the 
panel took place, the Nigerian government called a meeting (on the day of 
the panel) in order to discuss the impeachment of the president of Nigeria 
on charges of corruption and embezzlement. This resulted in a few hours' 
delay before the ICOPA panel commenced, during which participants, 
police, prison headquarters representatives, and academics did not know if 
the panel would take place at all. The panel did take place; after discussing 
the impeachment of the president of Nigeria, Nigerian government officials 
came to ICOPA to learn about penal abolition. 

The panel was composed of several members (including the chairperson) 
from the House of Representatives Committee on Human Rights and Legal 
Matters, high-ranking police and prison officials, human rights activists, 
university professors, and representatives from the British high commission. 

A debate about the relevance of the death penalty in Nigeria ensued, 
and a pinnacle was reached when the question of statistics on executions 
on the country were brought up. I asked when the last time an execution 
was carried out in the country.30 Professor A. AdeyemPl suggested that the 

30 I sat on the panel as the PRAWA representative. 
31 Dean of Law at the University of Lagos, Nigeria. 
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Nigerian Prison Service representatives may be in the best position to answer 
this question. In response, a representative for the Nigerian Prison Service 
stated that all over the country State governors refuse to sign execution 
warrants and that this results in life sentences on Death Row for many 
prisoners, which inevitably end in the prisoner's death; this form of the death 
penalty is prolonged and indirect. In response to when the last execution 
actually took place he stated that "there are a lot of silent executions in 
Nigeria, as my friend who is present will tell you" and with this he pointed 
at the police officer sitting beside him. The police officer confirmed that 
"silent executions" do take place and also confirmed his belief that they 
are a necessary measure in Nigerian society. These "silent executions" are 
carried out in police cells, after arrests and prior to court appearances. This 
debate led to a discussion on deterrence and how ineffective it is. Professor 
Hal Pepinsky32 responded that deterrence in America, with its structured 
and well-funded criminal justice system, does not work either, and pointed 
out that the harsher a punishment is the less people relate to it and follow 
the laws. 

Professor Adeyemi gave a detailed presentation on penal policies and 
African alternatives. He spoke about the researched public opinion of 
criminal justice in Nigeria and the distrust toward it, resulting in "jungle 
justice" on many of Nigeria'S streets. He defined jungle justice in Nigeria as 
being comprised of vigilante groups who literally hunt down "armed robbers" 
and kill them publicly. An issue that arises in these situations, aside from the 
gross inhumanity of these public and graphic killings, is that tribalism and 
politics are usually very much in control of such vigilante groups. Professor 
Adeyemi proceeded to give an in-depth analysis of traditional pre-colonial 
Nigerianjustice and stressed that it did not rely on the death penalty or other 
violent means of resolving conflicts or dealing with harm, stating that: "It 
was restorative in terms of social equilibrium; it recognized that you can't 
solve conflict with conflict, and reconciliation was widely used." 

Professor Adeyemi spoke about crime as conflict and thus the solution to 
crime as encompassed in conflict resolution. He referred to instances where 
the death penalty was used in African history. He stressed that contrary to 

32 Professor of Criminal Justice at Indiana University and one of the international 
participants at ICOPA X. 
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Western opinion, the death penalty in the majority of pre-colonial African 
societies was used as a last resort, in cases of extreme re-offending and 
danger to the community; only after banishment was not successful in 
keeping a community safe were executions implemented. He also noted that 
executions were used when the crime could not be dealt with "rationally" 
(Le., accusations entailing the misuse of witchcraft). After providing more 
details on historical and contemporary issues of justice, he ended by urging 
that "it is high time that we come back to embracing traditional justice." 

Comments were made by the representative of the Nigerian Prison 
Service related to "root causes of crime." He spoke about the social 
problems that criminalize people on a national scale and the Nigerian society 
on an international scale. He pointed out that capital sentences increase 
crime in the large divisions they cause by marginalizing, stereotyping, 
and demonizing entire populations of people: the prisoners he works with 
every day are one of the most socially feared populations in the country. 
He stated the panel needs to talk less about those stereotypes and more 
about alternatives and abolition. In response, the police officer on the panel 
spoke about the fact that mediation as an alternative to penality is easier 
among homogeneous populations and he felt that Nigeria has what he called 
the "stranger element" with the hundreds of different tribes and languages 
that exist. He spoke about the churches and the mosques and the chiefs 
"interfering" in the justice process and initiating out-of-court settlements. 
He complained about victims who want compensation for the crimes they 
have suffered and expect the police to provide such compensation. He 
continued to stress the need for "deterrence" in light of the high rates of 
violence in Nigeria, specifically associated to the trafficking of women and 
children, and violence associated with armed robberies. He stressed that long 
terms of imprisonment will not benefit as an alternative to the death penalty 
in Nigeria, because unlike Western nations, the criminal justice system's 
budget is not vast. These budget restrictions are clear when one assesses the 
court system and finds that 62.4 percent of the prison population has never 
been to court and may wait an indefinite number of years before being taken 
to court or getting legal representation. 

Discussions were rounded up with comments from the Honourable 
Ibrahim Zailani of the House of Representatives. He stated that "while 
Nigeria may not be ready to abolish the death penalty, this panel has made 
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it clear that [more culturally and socially appropriate] alternatives need to 
be put in place of the penal system in Nigeria." He asked that PRAWA and 
ICOPA X help in putting together a committee that will assist the House of 
Representatives in drafting legislation to put before the House promoting 
the implementation and recognition of alternatives to imprisonment and 
penality. Contact information was exchanged and communication has 
started in forming this committee and drafting the legislation. 

BLACK HERITAGE FESTIVAL 

From August 24-29,2002, ICOPAX was hosted by PRA WA at the University 
of Lagos. On Saturday, August 24, ICOPA participants attended the Black 
Heritage Festival held at CMS, on Lagos Island. The Black Heritage festival 
is an annual event held in Nigeria in memory of the oppressive history of 
slavery and colonization while re-enforcing black pride, promoting peace in 
Africa, and remembering that abolition of such oppressive forces is possible 
and that the African people have survived massive atrocities. The opening 
ceremonies of this event were held at the Race Course Stadium: a large and 
expensive stadium built by the British colonial government meant for horse 
racing, a sport that is not popular in Nigeria; the stadium has never been 
used for horse racing. It was later used as the venue for the independence 
ceremony from the British when occupied colonial rule was abolished 
in Nigeria. The opening ceremonies attended by ICOPA X participants 
included a celebration of the abolition of institutionalized slave trading 
of West Africans. Dances and festive costumes from all over the country 
paraded before the public and the Oba (King) of Lagos Island. 

DR. RUTH MORRIS 

The second day for ICOPA X, Sunday, August 25, was dedicated to the 
memory of Dr. Ruth Morris. She was a Canadian! American, PrisonlPeace 
Quaker activist, and one of the original organizers of ICOPA I, held in 
Montreal in 1983. Ruth was a volunteer in her children's schools and began 
to visit prisons through a Quaker program. She also began to bail men out 
while they were awaiting trial and taking them into her home for shelter 
and support. Through her life, she advocated for the rights of the some of 
the most stigmatized prisoners and ex-prisoners in society. Ruth had been 
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a leading international theorist of what she called "trans formative justice." 
She became the author of many books and information pamphlets in the 
area of penal abolition and transformative justice. Ruth led the organization 
of ICOPA IX in Toronto in May 2000 and, sadly, she died in September 
2001. 

A church service in her memory was organized at Yaba Glory Worship 
Centre. Following were visits to the Kirikiri medium and maximum 
security prisons where ICOPA X participants shared meals and music in 
solidarity with prisoners. About 1000 prisoners ate and sang with ICOPA 
X participants that day. In the evening, a candlelight vigil was held at the 
Lagoon Front in memory of Ruth Morris. People gathered with lit candles 
and spoke about her life and her work. Songs were shared after a moment 
of silence in her memory. 

OPENING DAY 

The official ICOPA X opening ceremony was held on Monday, August 
26 at the University of Lagos Conference Centre. It was followed by 
presentations by Professor Julia Sudbury33 from the United Kingdom and 
working in the United States highlighting the racist and economic elements 
of the United States justice system, while emphasizing the importance of 
an international abolitionist movement that will work in unity to abolish 
the atrocities occurring through penal systems around the globe. Justice 
S.A. Brobbey from the Court of Appeal in Ghana ended with a presentation 
about human rights issues in relation to the criminal justice system's failures 
in West Africa. The theme was established early: that the penal system is 
malfunctioning around the globe and that alternatives to it are desperately 
needed. 

Presentations throughout the conference included an assessment 
of the psychological consequences of torture, the implementation of 
transformative, and community justice programs around the globe, and 
resistance movements' successes and obstacles. A powerful moment during 
one of the sessions included an American presenter, Chino Hardin with the 

33 Professor in the Ethnic Studies Department at Mills University, California and one 
of the international participants at ICOPA X. 
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Prison Moratorium Project in New York. She discussed the problems with 
the Americanjustice system and narrated personal experiences from her time 
in American youth jails. This session was great in challenging the general 
stereotypes of "crime" and "criminals" that abide in Nigerian society. Chino 
Hardin spoke about her years as a member of a street gang and the armed 
robberies she was involved with. In Nigeria, armed robbers are feared more 
than any other "category" of people and are viewed as the most dangerous 
threat to social safety. The Nigerian participants' reaction to Chino (with 
whom they had spent time prior to this session) was one that was open
minded and, upon seeing her accomplishments, hearing about her hardships 
in American prisons, and hearing her articulate battle for abolition, many 
later stated that their stereotypes were greatly challenged. 

ALTERNATIVE MODELS 

Tuesday, August 27th was dedicated to a focus on alternative models to 
the penal system, both in theory and in practice. Traditional models of 
justice were presented and discussed in detail, with Professor Oko Elechi 
outlining the historical aspects of general African indigenous justice 
systems and the links the majority of them had to transformative justice 
ideology. He stressed that most contemporary justice systems are Euro
male centred and are not natural to African societies in general. This was 
accentuated with presentations about the Maori struggle in New Zealand 
and the inappropriateness of the colonial justice system in dealing with non
European community conflicts. 

These criticisms were followed by a plenary focusing on practical 
alternatives to the penal system. The peacemaking perspective was explored 
and accentuated with presentations by members of the Alternatives to 
Violence Project (AVP) in Nigeria and their work with the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). The AVP presentation focused on the 
Nigerian situation and the role of conflict resolution within the context of 
communal (sometimes tribal) conflicts. Mr. Chiemeka, on behalf of AVP, 
emphasized the fact that violence is inevitable in every society and that 
the key to violence is the chosen approach in resolving it. He gave an 
analysis of what he called the chaotic Nigerian society and said that how 
a society chooses to manage its conflict is what constitutes its civilization. 
He gave examples of Nigeria-specific issues that have lead to violence 
and demonstrated how AVP resolved such conflicts non-violently. His 
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presentation was complemented by Ellen Flanders from the United States, 
who is one of the founders of A VP. She shared some of her experiences with 
A VP and presented examples of how A VP has transcended violence in many 
parts of the world. 

PRA WA employees participated in ICOPA X not only through 
organizational efforts, but also in paper presentations. In a paper entitled 
"Alternative to Imprisonment Measures: Lessons from Africa," Saib 
Feyisetan34 presented on behalf of Chukwuma Ume.35 This highlighted 
some parts of the Nigerian constitution that relate to prison and punishment 
and the international laws that guide the treatment of prisoners. He also 
spoke about the links between present day African prisons and colonization. 
He emphasized the fact that alternatives to imprisonment are not foreign or 
new concepts in Africa, but rather that they are a part of the heritage and 
history of the continent. He gave examples of successful implementation of 
alternatives to imprisonment in Zimbabwe, Kenya, and Nigeria. 

Mr. Moses Blokanjay Jackson36 spoke about the immediate need for 
alternatives to the penal system in Liberia. He belongs to an organization 
called Volunteers for the Care of Abused and Abandoned Children and 
presented a contextual account of the war in Liberia and national and 
international govemmentallinks to the conflicts that exist there. He spoke 
about the power and economic imbalances in Liberia and highlighted the 
fact that war measures being sanctioned are only furthering the wealth of 
the rich while driving the poor further into poverty. He explained that the 
situation in Liberia, promoted by political and economic motives, forces 
the poor to survive only by relying heavily on the rich. He gave a diverse 
set of examples to support these statements, from the exploited exportation 
of diamonds industry to the forced prostitution of women and children in 
Liberia. Within such a context, he stated that a justice system promoted by 
the State (those in power and in control of the nation's wealth) is not only 
dangerous, but is also futile. With this sort of context and with a better 
understanding of this history of the conflicts in Liberia, it became clear that 
a colonial penal system is not only ineffective due to the current war, but 
will continue to be inappropriate after the war is subdued. 

34 PRAWA employee: Head of the Communications and Media Department. 
35 PRAWA employee: Prison Officers Human Rights Training Program. 
36 One of the continental participants at ICOPA: a human rights activist in Liberia, 

Moses spoke frequently about the civil war his country is experiencing. 
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Highlighting the West African transformative justice context, Justice 
Brobbey from Ghana spoke about the implementation and successful 
functioning of the Victim Offender Mediation Model in Ghana. He started 
his presentation by stating that there are two recognized justice systems in 
Ghana: those that are formal (run by the State) and those that are informal 
(run by the community). He said that people oftentimes resort to the informal 
sector of jurisdiction mainly due to convenience, accessibility, time, and 
financial restraints. He highlighted the formal system's restrictions through . 
the court processes and the flexibility of the informal system through 
arbitration/mediation. He gave details of the formal justice system in Ghana 
and contrasted it to the informal processes that the majority of the people 
pursue. 

Dr. Senghor Aboubakar from the Gambia presented a paper on behalf of 
Hanna Foster of the African Centre for Democracy and Human Rights, on 
the Victim-Offender Mediation model being implemented in the Gambia. 
He spoke about the community's open response to it. He stated that the 
Gambia is a small country of about 1.4 million people, and because of 
that, the number of people in prison is relatively small. He pointed out that 
going to court or the police in the Gambia is seen as taboo because people 
simply cannot embrace the idea. He spoke about the African Centre for 
Democracy and Human Rights' mediation services and stated it has been 
used in resolving many forms of conflicts ranging from individual conflict 
within the home to larger scale conflicts at the macro-societal level. 

It was noted that ironically, the majority of justice projects in Africa are 
funded by European donors. It is interesting to note that prior to European 
funds, African justice models continued to exist throughout the continent 
during colonization and continue to be found in contemporary "post"
colonial time. It is also key to note that European funds aid in formalizing 
African justice models and this creates a danger of co-optation, opening 
colonial avenues for the creation of a more systemized and inflexible model 
that may mirror the existing malfunctioning and culturally inappropriate 
criminal justice systems in Africa. 

EXPOSING OPPRESSION THROUGH MUSICAL EXPRESSION 

On the evening of August 27th, ICOPAX participants went to the New Afrika 
Shrine in Ikeja, Lagos, for a special concert by FemiAnikulapo Kuti entitled 
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Exposing Oppression through Musical Expression. Femi Kuti is the son of 
the late musician/activist Fe1aAnikulapo Kuti. Fela Kuti's legend in Nigeria 
and Africa is one that exhibits the oppression and inhumanity of colonization 
and the ensuing military regimes in Nigeria. Fela's mother was murdered by 
the Head of the Military State at the time, Olusegun Obasanjo. Ironically, 
Obasanjo is the present day "democratic president" of Nigeria. During his 
life, Fela was imprisoned several times for his outspoken opposition to 
military rule. Femi grew up watching the police arrest and beat his father. 
Fela's original Afrika shrine was destroyed twice by the government. Femi 
Kuti performed for ICOPA X participants as well as the Nigerian public for 
whom he made admission to the shrine free and open to all for the night. The 
African drums, dances, and instrumentals were also accompanied by Femi's 
speeches on the history of Nigeria's oppressive states and the present day 
hardships and exploitations that the general population lives in directly due 
to corporate and state embezzlement of Nigeria's resources and the unequal 
distribution of wealth. ICOPA X participants danced, sang, and listened 
to Femi Kuti's saxophone, his band's accompanying instrumentals, and 
enjoyed the true African hospitality of one of Nigeria's leading musicians. 

ABOLITION OF SLAVERY 

Wednesday, August 28th was dedicated to remembering the abolition of 
slavery in West Africa in its pre-colonial state. About one hundred ICOPA 
X participants went to the National Museum in Onikan, Lagos, and saw 
ancient African artefacts. It was noticed that many of the most precious 
artefacts, such as the Benin Bronzes and several ivory masks, had to be 
represented by present day replicas due to the fact that the originals, without 
the consent of Nigerian authorities, are being held in British museums for 
what is called "proper preservation" of the monuments. Also in the museum 
was a visual display of past military and present "democratic" rulers. On 
display was the car in which Murutala Mohamed was assassinated. He was 
the head of state of Nigeria who preceded Obsanjo's military rule (1979) 
and his assassination was followed by numerous military coups. The car 
was in a room surrounded by pictures of past military dictators and their 
governors/generals. 

After the museum, the participants travelled to Badagary, a small town 
on the outskirts of Lagos State. It is located on shores where slave trading 
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took place. Visits in Badagary included one of the grave sites of the African 

chiefs who traded slaves to Europeans. Near his grave the shackles he 
used to capture and enslave people were on display. Participants walked 
from his grave to the Gate of No Return that marked the spot where boats 

loaded for departure to the Americas and Europe. Across the street from the 

bronze gate with sculptures of white men whipping West Africans who had 
been stripped and shackled was the Brazilian Baracoons. These Baracoons 

consisted of forty slave cells that were used to hold people as they waited for 
ships to depart. All but two of the cells have been converted into residential 
homes for the descendants of the chief of that village who was collaborating 

with Europeans and NorthiSouthAmericans in the selling of West Africans. 

Inside this compound participants visited the men's and the women's cells. 
Upon learning that forty people were held in each cell, forty participants 
comprising mainly of students and several international participants piled 

in and closed the small wooden doors. The space was very tight and air was 

restricted. On the way out of the cell was a picture of the chief who owned 

the cells and the gifts and clothes he was given in return for slaves. These 
included glass plates and one cup, velvet robes, and a wooden trunk. The 

atmosphere was tense as participants confronted the realities of historical 
oppression physically and emotionally. 

The evening featured poetry readings by Dr. Tony Marino, a medical 
doctor, published poet, and human rights activist in Ibadan, Nigeria. Poems 
were also read by some Nigerian youths, and music was played by several 
international and national participants. After the poetry reading, Dr. Marino 
donated books for prisoners in Lagos State. An overwhelming and emotional 

day ended with a sense of sadness but a glimmer of hope in notions of 
resistance and solidarity beyond prison walls. 

FINANCIAL CONTEXT OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

The last day of ICOPA X focused on the economic and financial context 
of conflict and the criminal justice system. Mr. Gerald Onwusi, a human 
rights lawyer in Nigeria, presented a detailed assessment of the oil conflicts 
in Nigeria'S delta region. He spoke about the late political activist Ken 
Saro-Wiwa and the many others who have lost their lives in an attempt 
to protect their communities and families from the adverse effects of oil 
exploitation. He spoke about the people who hide behind company names 
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to commit crimes upon the community and stated the need for civil justice 
to intervene and sue those involved so as to ensure they face consequences 
for their misdeeds. In his paper, he suggested that communities that are 
affected should be compensated. He mentioned an example of what the 
American companies have come to call the "super-fund" that is said to be 
created for the purpose of paying compensation to the people of Nigerian oil 
communities. Unfortunately, Mr. Onwusi did not highlight the fact that these 
funds are never sufficient in the face of the damage done to the communities 
and to the environment and only serve as short-term solutions to long
term problems of exploitation, environmental damage, and community 
breakdown. He concluded by stating that people should know their rights 
and exercise them through such compensation schemes, emphasizing the 
need to rely on the criminal justice system to secure financial compensation 
for oil related conflicts in Nigeria. 

His presentation was followed by a presentation that came in 
direct contradiction with his conclusions. Mrs. Jane Hemesson, retired 
Commandant of the Prison Training School, retired State Controller of 
prisons, and present Deputy Director ofPRAWA, spoke about the financial 
context of the criminal justice system in Nigeria. She spoke about the large 
sums of money being spent on the maintenance of prisons in Nigeria and 
mentioned eleven new prisons being built in the country. She supported 
penal abolitionism and stressed the counterproductive financial element of a 
justice system that does not serve the Nigerian people. She made reference to 
the country's massive natural resources and wealth and stated that growing 
budgets of both the prisons and the police in Nigeria have begun to present 
a drain on the national budget and was in need of direct and immediate re
examination. 

VOICES FROM PRISON 

Conference presentations were concluded with a session focusing on the 
brutalities of imprisonment and included presentations from prisoners 
(whose papers were presented by ex-prisoners or close friends on their 
behalf) and ex-prisoners. The first presentation was written by Tiyo Attalah 
Salah EI who is presently serving a life sentence in an American prison. His 
paper was presented by Professor Hal Pepinsky and included details of the 
injustices implemented by the American penal system in relation within the 
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context of power imbalances related to class, race, and gender. He spoke 
about the indefensibility of the penal system and addressed issues related 
to the inadequacy and inappropriateness of reform when faced with the 
inhumane and oppressive penal structure. Clever Akporherhe and Felix Obi 
spoke about their experiences in Nigerian prisons and Faith Nolan presented 
a paper on behalf of Osa who was still in prison at the time. 

Sam Edokwa also presented a paper during this session. He is an ex
prisoner who is a soldier with the Nigerian Army. He was arrested in 1996 
on a civilian matter, picked up by the police and, without evidence against 
him, put in prison. He was held in prison as an awaiting trial prisoner for 
three years and, in the end, was never convicted. His speech was short due 
to the fact that military personnel came with him for the presentation. He 
was in full military uniform during his speech and, despite the presence of 
his military superiors, did manage to emphasize the lack of implementation 
of the United Nations human rights standards for the treatment of prisoners 
in Nigerian prisons. He had to take official time off work to present at 
ICOPA, hence the military uniform and escorts, and despite this, gave 
an accurate presentation of his time as a prisoner and his contact with 
the police force. Before and after his presentation, during times when he 
was not in uniform and not escorted by military personnel, he got heavily 
involved in abolitionist discussions, promoting the ideology and advocating 
for an implementation of alternatives to the system that are separate from 
the penal structure and not within state control. His presence at ICOPA X 
was valuable and represented a great deal of resistance to many oppressive 
forces. 

THE DISCUSSION CONTINUES 

Throughout the conference, there were many intense discussions among 
the participants. Many of the Nigerian students in attendance expressed 
concern about the nonchalant attitude of Nigerian lawyers and judges 
toward the suffering of prisoners. The stories shared by (ex)prisoners 
and the justifications for inhumanity presented by several criminal justice 
practitioners (mainly laying bureaucratic blame for system malfunctions on 
criminal justice branches they were not working for) prompted discussions 
among participants in between presentations and over lunch breaks. One 
of the Nigerian lawyers present reacted by telling a large group of students 
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that "Nigeria has just entered into democracy after thirty years of military 
dictatorship" and thus their expectations for their nation's development 
were premature and set "too high." This was ensued by a heated debate 
on the politics of injustice. It seemed that this, among many other times 
throughout ICOPAX, a small minority of those who were employed by the 
criminal justice system were challenged or threatened by the criticisms and 
facts being presented. It also seemed that the more students heard, the more 
disturbed they were by the injustices occurring in and through the Nigerian 
criminal "justice" system. While many did not trust the system or the state, 
they found that the details presented still shocked them. It seemed like the 
new generation of young adults often came in conflict with a minority of 
the old generation of criminal justice practitioners and at times, some of 
the older generations of activists and academics. This made for some really 
interactive sessions and debates. ICOPAX days and nights were packed with 
a lot of loud, heated, and, at times, hostile, discussions. These discussions 
did not break up the group dynamic; in fact, those who disagreed chose to 
spend more time in discussion despite recognizing the existence of possibly 
irreconcilable differences. 

The stories shared were intense and, at times, violent. Conflict, it seems, 
is inevitable. True solidarity occurs with the implementation of a respected 
diversity, an understanding that differences are not only acceptable, but 
essential for the human social condition. And within the spirit of such 
diversity lies the understanding that institutions and "systems" of control 
are too frigid, and thus structurally too oppressive in their interactions 
with a flexible and diverse society. For disempowered populations, 
these oppressions are a reality, they are all encompassing, and they are 
devastating. For those who are privileged, who are empowered, who do 
have opportunities to speak out, and to create opportunities for change, it 
is not a choice, but a responsibility. It is a responsibility that the current 
human condition demands, that the current global order needs, and that the 
disempowered, oppressed, and silenced populations are, at times, forced to 
rely upon. 

ICOPA X was a powerful experience, emphasizing to me that the path 
to peace and equality is not quiet; it is full of stories of brutality and it is 
packed with disagreements. When the people repossess the power to define 
and resolve their own conflicts, they are bound to "disagree," and that 
disagreement is essential. I have come to understand that silence is a tool of 
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oppression. Speaking out is a tool of resistance. Some speak through song, 
some speak through stories, some speak through writing,37 some speak 
through research, and some speak through actions. ICOPA X spoke loudly 
in West Africa those few days. 

This issue of the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons works toward raising 
awareness, not to demonize or criticize Nigeria, but to expose and criticize a 
penal system that is man-handling too many people all over the world. I hope 
that those who read it are able to transcend their stereotypes about Africa and 
see that these stories and experiences of people in Nigerian prisons are not a 
reflection of Nigeria, but are a reflection and accurate representation of the 
penal system's goals, structures, behaviours, and institutional brutalities. 

37 The Journal of Prisoners on Prisons presents this opportunity to prisoners all over 
the world. 
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RESPONSE 

VICTIMS-BoTH SIDES: 
A TRIBUTE TO JAMES V. ALLRIDGE III (1962-2004) 

Bob Gaucher 

James Allridge entered my life with his correspondence of May 23, 
1994. He included one of the handmade art cards he had been producing 

and two manuscripts, "Victims-Both Sides" and "Scum," which were 
subsequently published by the JPP in the spring of 1995 (volume 6:1). The 
artistic quality of the card directed me to inquire about his artwork, and as a 
result of our correspondence, volume 6: 1 also featured his coloured drawing 
"Piano Wave" as cover art. Over the next decade James was a regular 
contributor to the journal. His drawings were featured on two additional 
covers ("Wolf Woman," 1997, vol. 8; and "In the Limelight," 2003, vol. 
12). Three additional articles were also published. For years a framed copy 
of "Piano Wave" has hung in my office. It came to signify my relationship 
with James and the carceral cadence and rhythm oflife on death row Texas 
that he shared with me. Over the ten years of our correspondence we became 
friends, and "talked" about life and death, and mostly, about art. 
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James and Ronald Allridge were arrested on March 25, 1985 in Fort 
Worth, Texas for the shooting death of a convenience store clerk in a 
bungled robbery attempt. They were convicted on June 9, 1987, and sent 
to Texas' Death Row to await execution. James had been a high school 
honour student, and was working as a small businessman at the time of the 
homicide. He had no prior altercations with the law. In 1994 his execution 
date was scheduled for December 1, and he won a stay of execution in 
November of that year. The death chamber dominated 1995. James' 
execution was rescheduled for November 13,1995, and his brother Ronald 
was executed June 8. On November 8, 1995, he received a stay of execution. 
By 2002 all avenues of appeal were essentially exhausted and he focused 
upon a petition for clemency. Two days before his scheduled execution date, 
the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles voted 6-0 against recommending 
commutation. After spending 17 years on death row, James was executed 
on August 26, 2004. 

In light of the execution of his brother Ronald in 1995, and the attrition 
of his friends and acquaintances to the death chamber, James remained 
amazingly optimistic and determined. His brother's death strengthened his 
resolve to spare his parents and family the torment and grief of a second 
execution (AI1ridge, JPP, 1995a). His optimism was driven by his belief in 
the triumph of the human spirit and by his understanding that though he was 
responsible for a terrible mistake, he was also a redeemable human being 
and not industrial waste or "scum" (Allridge, JPP, 1995b). Over the next 
ten years James integrated his art and writing within a campaign against the 
death penalty and his own pending execution. 

Despite the constraints of death row, he was able to develop his talents 
as an artist to a degree that amazed even him. While James had created 
art cards, note cards, and printed reproductions of his drawings, he was 
thrilled by the eventual recognition of his work as "art." Starting with the 
Prison Industrial Complex Art Show (organized by Carol Strick) in New 
York (2000), his drawings received growing international acclaim and 
were exhibited in Europe and North America. His ''flower phase" work was 
particularly well received. The inclusion of "Crimson Dahlia" in another 
New York Art Exhibition (October 21-November 26,2000) prompted this 
response: 

I'm especially proud because this will be my first gallery exhibition. 
I have also been invited to participate in another exhibition in 
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Germany, and one in Los Angeles, and two other people have 
contacted me about including my drawings in their book projects. 
(Allridge, September 24, 2000) 
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"Lit Up Tulip" was included in the 5000 Flowers Project at the Fuller 
Lodge Art Center in Los Alamos, New Mexico (September Il-October 
9, 2002). The exhibition of his art and discussion of his case in Orleans, 
France on June 14,2002 is illustrative of the integration of his struggles and 
campaign against the death penalty with his art. This event was part of the 
Amnesty International Youth Program. The theme of the day was "Making 
Youngsters Sensitive to the Rights of People, Abolishment of the Death 
Penalty, and Racism." 

With the help of his family and outside supporters, in 1998 James started 
producing printed cards of his coloured drawings to raise money to fund 
his ongoing appeals. The establishment of "Light Expressions" (and its 
website) in 2000 significantly extended his exposure as an artist. In 2002 
and 2001, his coloured drawings were awarded first and second prizes in the 
Fortune Society Annual Prison Art Contests. Throughout 2003, and most 
of 2004, the "Light Expressions Tours" exhibited his work across Europe 
("Expo James") and the United States. 

James' identity became intertwined with his art and it was through his 
artwork that he sought to establish his social worth. The growing recognition 
of his artistry attested to his success. By exemplifying the humanity of 
death row prisoners and their ability to recognize their mistakes and self
rehabilitate, he sought to expose the pointless barbarity of the death penalty 
and therefore the need for clemency relief and abolition. The execution of his 
friend Napoleon Beazley, "who had grown and matured," was partiCUlarly 
pertinent to his campaign against the death penalty: 

A continuing threat to society? Hardly. You would think the penal 
institution would have been applauding him and even take credit 
for rehabilitating him since that is supposed to be the purpose and 
function of the penal institution. But by executing him, they said 
that they had failed and that society had failed as well. It's a sad 
commentary on our times. (Allridge, June 16,2002) 

The successful development of James the artist and his campaign against 
the death penalty was greatly assisted by Beatrice Strobel, Christina Dodd, 
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and their friends in Switzerland. In February 1994, with James' execution 
date scheduled, they created a registered charity "Fund For Life" to raise 
funds for legal assistance on his appeals. They provided support in many 
ways. By organizing exhibitions of his art, selling his art cards, and 
publicizing his plight in Europe, they rallied international opposition to his 
execution. 

During times of heightened peril, their visits with James strengthened 
his spirit and resolve. The motto of the "Fund For Life Newsletter" captures 
the shared sensibility of James and his supporters: 

A tree given the opportunity to live will grow, 
Touch many lives, create beauty, give life - flourish. 
Kill the tree and you create wood for coffins. Death. 
Give life a chance. (FFL, January 1998, 1) 

James also worked with abolitionist organizations such as the "Lamp of 
Hope Project" and the "Texas Coalition Against the Death Penalty." The 
support and public recognition he was able to draw together encouraged 
him to believe in himself, and fuelled his ability to struggle against his fate. 
His ability to reach out to us encouraged our opposition to the death penalty. 
James had an artist's sensibility that engulfed his relations with others and 
drew us to him. He understood our fears and concerns, and gently laid them 
aside: 

Someone told me my art is too happy. Not what one would expect 
from a DR [death row] prisoner. Am I supposed to be showing pain 
through my art? What if I'm just happy and blessed to be alive no 
matter where I'm at? Shouldn't my art reflect that? So the written 
word can educate and say what my art does not. It is all a combined 
and unified effort. (Allridge, February 3, 2003) 

A driving force of what he referred to as his "self-rehabilitation," was his 
concern for his parents and younger brothers. Having experienced the great 
torment and suffering of his family as a result of his brother's execution (see 
Allridge, 1997, JPP vol. 8:1) heightened his desire to prevent a repetition 
of their suffering and torment. His concern for family and friends led him 
to try to shield us from the depressing reality of his situation. His cheery 
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optimism was put to good use in calming our fears as we rode the roller 
coaster of scheduled executions and reprieves. His own assessment of his 
art embodied this aspect of his character: 

I now use dramatic contrasts oflight and darkness to symbolize my 
hope that even in the darkest situations, beauty can still be found, if 
only we look towards the light. (Allridge, June 16, 2002) 

In our correspondence James regularly expressed concern for his parents 
and the suffering he had put into their lives. He understood the depth of 
their continued traumatization and was acutely aware of their victimization 
by his terrible mistake, and the murderous response of the State of Texas. 
His optimism did not blind him to the most likely result of his struggles. 
Internationally, Texas represents the epitome of the hard-line penal 
philosophy, and is the leading state executioner in a country whose support 
for the death penalty is exceptional among Western nations. Impending 
executions were a constant in the carceral cadence of life on Death Row, 
Texas. "I'm sure you know that Texas recently executed 4 prisoners over 
4 consecutive days, taking time off for the weekend, of course" (Allridge, 
December 15, 1995). 

Though James' execution was not unexpected, the impact on his family 
and friends was devastating. In the fall of 2003 I was asked to write a 
submission in support of his petition for clemency. My quandary over how 
to appeal to the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles prepared me for the 
worst. What type of people were they, and did they ever award clemency? 
What could one possibly say to move such people? In May 2004 he wrote 
and told me that his execution date had been set for August 26 and that only 
clemency stood between him and the death chamber. As the date drew near 
I experienced a rising sense of dread and despondency. These barbarians 
were really intent on killing my friend, and there was nothing I could do to 
stop this deliberate act of cold-blooded murder. 

On August 24, 2004 the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles rejected 
his clemency petition 6-0. James was executed August 26, 2004. During 
the week surrounding his execution I was immobilized, numbed by the 
enormity of the act of barbarism in which I had become enveloped. What 
was the impact on his aging parents? How much were they expected to 
endure? For nineteen years their lives have been tormented by fear and 
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despair generated by state-sanctioned murder. What can possibly justify 
their continued victimization? What purpose did the execution of a James 
Allridge serve? This sensitive human being posed a threat to no one. And 
what of his loved ones and friends? What kind of society is willing to 
purposelessly victimize so many people? 

After James' death I packed our years of correspondence, his cards, 
artwork, and newsletters, in a box. My participation in the second 
International Congress Against the Death Penalty, held in Montreal 
in November 2004, fuelled my sense of mourning and anger over his 
execution. It took me another six months to reopen that box and face the 
pain it contained. Rereading his letters and writing and viewing his artwork 
produced sadness, tears, and rage. Though grief-stricken by his pointless 
death I rediscovered his strength of character and spirit, and the beauty of 
his art. I rediscovered him as a voice for his fellow prisoners on Death Row, 
USA. Despite the predictable failure of his own struggle to survive, via his 
art, his campaign against the death penalty touched many people across the 
world. His accomplishments from a Death Row cell were remarkable and 
representative of the spirit of resistance of the imprisoned artist through the 
ages (Davis 1990; Franklin 1988, Gaucher 2002). 

Michael Mac Giolla Ghunna in "Cultural Struggle and a Drama Project" 
(JPP, 1996-97, vol. 7:1) discusses the role of art and culture in the resistance 
of Republican political prisoners in the H Blocks of North em Ireland: 

It has become a defining feature of political prisoners throughout 
the world that they engage in cultural struggle. They write, compose 
poetry, sing and play music, paint, and carve. They utilize every 
form of self expression. They do so not merely because they are 
talented individuals... but because they wish to give voice to the 
pain of their people and articulate the need for radical change to 
end this pain. Indeed, Edward Said, the Palestinian academic, has 
termed this the role of the intellectual in society. Similarly, the 
recently executed Ken Saro-Wiwa described his role thus: "For a 
Nigerian writer in my position .. .literature has to be combative .... 
What is of interest to me is that my art should be able to alter the 
lives of a large number of people, of a whole community, of an 
entire country .... It is serious, it is politics, it is economics, it's 
everything. And art in that instance becomes so meaningful .... " (7) 
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Despite the solitude and tight constraints of death row, and the constantly 
intruding threat of execution, James established himself as an artist, writer, 
and campaigner against the death penalty with a remarkable degree of 
success. Though his journey was tragic, and his death pointless, his life was 
not wasted. Many of us were enriched by our relationship with James, and 
so I will try to remember him in "peace and light," and be thankful that our 
paths crossed. Megwetch, James. 
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ICOPAXI 
HOBART, TASMANIA 

7-11 FEBRUARY, 2006 

Tasmania is an ideal place to discuss punishment. It used to be called Van 
Dieman's Land, and was the place where most convicts were sent from 
England between 1788 until the 1850s. It was the ultimate as a penal colony, 
was almost entirely a prison, was a place of torture, and eventually changed 
its name to avoid the historic shame. 

ICOPA CONFERENCE THEMES 
• The Politics of Imprisonment 

Northern Ireland, Palestine and the Middle East, (post) Colonial 
Justice Nigeria and West Africa, South Africa: ANC , Brazil, USA, 
Canada. 

• Contemporary Forms of Penal Custom 
Human Rights & Imprisonment: a Global Perspective, International 
trends, Imprisonment of Women, Marionization and Political Dissent 
in the USA, Refugee and Immigration Prisons, Prisons under 
Occupation. 

• Post Carceral Resettlement 
Organising Inside: Prisoners' resistance and the Outside Community, 
Writing and Art as Resistance, Barriers to Reintegration, Surveillance, 
Organising in the Community - Exprisoners' Organisations, Convict 
Criminology. 

• ActionNow 
Proposals for the future. 

We will be linking with the ANZSOC criminology conference, 7-9th 
February, 2006 also in Tasmania. They plan to have four plenary sessions 
around the theme of Human Rights: 

• Prisoners and Human Rights 
• Refugees and Human Rights 
• State Crime and Human Rights 
• Terrorism, Racism and Human Rights 

More info: www.justiceaction.org.aulICOPAlicopa_Xl.html 

SEE YOU IN VAN DIEMAN'S LAND 2006! 



Colonialism left Nigeria with a brutal criminal justice system: 62% of prisoners in 
Nigeria are awaiting trial, some for many years that they will never get "credit" for; 
bribery of police and prison guards is entrenched because government paychecks 
are erratic; prisoners are routinely malnourished, beaten, and tortured; women 
relatives of suspects are incarcerated as "insurance" when the suspect cannot be 
found; and, perhaps most Kafka-esque of all, if your file gets lost you cannot be 
released. Guest editor Viviane Salah-Hanna worked in Nigeria as a prisoners' 
rights activist for two years and brings back the stories of some of the prisoners 
and ex-prisoners she met, as well as her own experiences and analyses. 
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